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'Allan do you really want to
go to thL) colony?'

'No. Of course I don't.'
Her brother's voice was

indignant

'But it's not a matter of

whether I want to go.

We've got no choice.

We have to go.'

So Far
From Skye

Judith O'Neill
0241 132134 £8.99

In the early 1850's hundreds of Gaelic-
speaking crofters are having to emigrate.

Among them are Morag and Allan Macdonald
and their family who are heartbroken at
leaving the Isle of Skye to sail to Australia.

I Morag's bewilderment at her strange
I surroundings and then her growing

fascination with the country are sensitively
evoked, as is her hope that in the Colony she

and her family can begin a new life.

MARGARET MAHY

Underrunners

'Great on the
surface and

spooky
underneath9

0241 131707 £8.99

'finhat's what life is," says Tris's father, g
_L lightheartedly. Tris already knows jfil

that; him and his father have had
to cope on their own since his
mother left to seek her fortune
in Australia. Tris spends his
time pretending to be an
intergalactic secret agent with
his imaginary space companion,
Selsey Firebone. Then Tris's
intensely-imagined world is
invaded by Winola, a strange
but gutsy girl.
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Cover Story
This month we feature the cover of Chris
Powling's latest title, Where the Quaggy
Bends (see Authorgraph on page 16). The
book is published in July by HarperCollins
(0 00 185417 8, £7.99; 0 00 674087 1,
£3.50 pbk) and we are grateful to them for
their help in using this illustration.
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EDITOR'S PAGE

The story behind the picture
(or one of them at least)

'It's no good, doesn't matter what you say,'
I said to him, 'we're going to do you.' An
embarrassed laugh (he's always laughing)
turns to murmurs of protest when we explain
that he'll have to step aside from the
editorship for a bit whilst we line him up in
our sights to Authorgraph him. 'You
shouldn't wear so many hats all at once. And
anyway, if I ask you what you think you
really are, we all know what the answer is,
don't we?' 'A writer,' he says. 'There you
are then,' I say. 'You can still go on being an
author, a teacher, a broadcaster (makes you
sick, doesn't it?) but not an editor.
Meanwhile we'll fix the interview and the
photographs. Oh and I think Jan's quite
right, ballooning, just to pass the time, is
absolutely out of the question.' You'd have
thought we told him he couldn't laugh for
two months but underneath I think he was
quite pleased. I am too; celebrating Chris
Fowling, the author, has long been overdue
inBfK.

The return of a voice
It's the role reversal, you see. Chris has
interviewed more people than most of us
have had hot dinners and the memory of Sue
Lawley trying her best to get any sense out
of Robin Day began to nag. Who could do
it? Then - Kerpow! Colin ('I think I need a
rest from writing for BfK') Mills was the
obvious answer as he's one of the few people
to have written about Chris. Oddly and
aptly, the last time Colin wrote for us was
the first time I edited an issue of BfK, back
in May 1988.1 phone him and ask if he's
feeling rested enough yet and how did he
•fancy the assignment. Yes, and would love
to, came back the answers but he didn't
think he was into ballooning. That's okay,
I reply, it's car maintenance now. Of course,
what we hadn't told Colin was, in the words
of a rock classic, 'you can check out any time
but you can never leave'. Goodness knows
what he's been talked into during the
interview. Nice to have you back, Colin.

Talking of Voices
A new one, well almost, joins the BfK team
in the form of Steve Rosson. We asked him
to take on the whole business of series

publishing (page 4) - 'Bananas', 'Kites',
'Jets' and the rest which, whilst enormously
popular in schools, are too often shabbily
treated by critics. As a Birmingham school
librarian, his first-hand, practitioner's
experience was exactly what we needed to
make the case for fiction published in highly
identifiable formats and with a clear market
in mind. Steve will now be joining our
regular review team and, at the same time,
we shall be integrating series books into the
main body of the review sections. More
from Chris in the next issue.

Disabling Ignorance?
On pages 22-26 we look at how disability is
portrayed in children's novels. With all
issue-related book selection you enter a
potential minefield. There are always two
worlds: the campaign-orientated one with its
political awareness and the bookish one with
its literary values and critical consciousness.
Lois Keith eloquently provides us with map
references for the first by looking more
closely at three classic children's books. It's
a good place to start, revealing as it does the
ignorant and patronising attitudes heaped
upon the disabled. Pat Thomson then looks
at a small selection of modern, in-print
fiction to see if changing attitudes are being
reflected in books for children. Story is one
of the most potent, fundamental and, hence,
important vehicles through which new
thinking is tried out, propagated and
established. Each world needs the insights of
the other if we are to raise awareness of the
rights of the disabled and, of course, good
books. We will want, indeed need, to return
to this issue again.

And finally, a most elegant
voice...
Wholehearted congratulations to Stephanie
Nettell for winning this year's Eleanor
Farjeon Award (page 31). A campaigner par
excellence on behalf of children's books, a
reviewer, critic and writer with outstanding
style, wit and flair, Stephanie also regularly
graces these pages. All of us at BfK salute
her.
If I ever get dragged back into this Ed's chair
again (and I have my doubts!), I'll see you
then. If you have been, thanks for reading
(echoes of Radio 4). Okay, Chris, put down
that wrench and get yourself back in here. •
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Steve Rosson makes the case for
TAKING SERIES SERIOUSLY
Joan Aiken, Bernard Ashley, Kevin Crossley-Holland, Anne Fine,
Dick King-Smith, Sheila Lavelle, Penelope Lively, William Mayne,
Michael Morpurgo and Chris Fowling . . . What do they have in common?
All authors of children's fiction. All hugely popular with their readers. All widely
critically acclaimed.

And - all with stories published in one or more of the increasing number of series
now being published for developing readers.

A trawl through publishers' catalogues or a glance at the
shelves of your local book wholesaler will indicate just how
big a business series publishing for 6 to 9 year-olds, these
'newly independent readers' looking for 'books for solo
enjoyment', has become.

Now some people do get very 'sniffy' about the whole concept
of series publishing. Indeed, in the January 92 edition of
Signal, Elizabeth Hamill and Nancy Chambers between them
do a comprehensive hatchet job on series telling us that
'an entire sector of reading matter', that is fiction for 6-9 year-
olds, 'has become "drenched" by the series mentality' and
wondering 'what on earth publishers, authors, teachers and
librarians', and that's pretty much all of us who read Books
for Keeps, 'think they are offering young readers when they
give them books that are clearly pre-digested formula in
concept and content'.

Now we all know that there is formula writing about but it's
my belief that most of it can be found at the teenage end of
the market with 'Cheerleaders', 'Sweet Valley High', 'Point
Horror', assorted TV spin-offs and other similar stuff. The
series we're discussing here are wholly different. Take a
random selection of a dozen books from one of the better
series and what will you find? A collection of stories by
different authors and illustrators covering a range of genres
and each one standing or falling on its own merits. Written to
a prescribed length certainly, but that's a length suited to the
target audience. With a tendency towards the comic possibly;
but then that's what youngsters of that age enjoy.

So what makes a series? In the end perhaps it's only the
marketing device of a distinctive cover (that late twentieth-
century drive for corporate identity), a common type-face
and a somehow indefinable 'feel'. And they are enormously
popular and successful. Does this deserve the vitriolic criti-
cism it gets from some quarters of the children's book world?
I think not.

Neither, obviously, do the publishers.

For me the leaders of the pack in series publishing are
Heinemann with their 'Banana Books' and 'Superchamps'.
Perhaps I'm prejudiced as it was a handful of Banana Books
that I tentatively trialled on the shelves of the library at my
multi-racial, inner-city comprehensive school and watched in
amazement as they disappeared within minutes which led me
into buying more and more series books. Perhaps it's because
of the outstanding line-up of authors they use. Perhaps it's
because the price is so attractive. Even the Signal article
accords them some grudging respect.

When I spoke to Rosemary Debnam, Series Editor at
Heinemann, she was understandably reluctant to claim to be
the market leaders, but certainly saw her company as
pioneers in the field. 'What on earth were they offering young
readers?' I asked.

A BANANA BOOK

'High-quality, imaginative writing,' was the response.
'Snappy, fast-moving stories that hold the child's interest with
plenty of plotting and a great deal of humour. We also aim to
have a full-colour illustration on every opening. An awful lot
of care is taken over each book and we are using top authors
who are not limited in any way by subject or content.'

She was keen to point out that an enormous amount of
research took place before the launch of 'Bananas' in the
early 80s. They were designed for 'newly fluent readers' and
Heinemann aimed for 'a pocket-money price'; although how
many are actually bought with pocket-money is open to doubt
as very few series titles are sold through bookshops to the
public. Economies of scale help to keep the price down as six
titles are printed at a time and the standardised size is obvi-
ously a key contributory factor here.

The 'Jets' series from A & C Black (hardbacks) and
HarperCollins (paperbacks) also gets a half-nod from Signal;
accorded some respect for taking young readers seriously but
then accused of having 'a certain predictability' after three
years. Not surprisingly, Fiona Kenshole, Fiction Editor at
HarperCollins, leapt to defend series publishing. She too
pointed to the vast research that took place before publica-
tion and objected to the idea that series were somehow
thrown together. When she launched 'Jets' (at that time she
was working for A & C Black) she 'had a particular person in
mind; that was the 7 year-old boy who preferred The A-Team
to Blue Peter.' Now she prefers to substitute Nintendo games,
but the idea remains the same.
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She particularly developed the idea of the recognisability of
series; that in the world of designer labels the 'collectability'
of the distinctive 'Jets' (and other series) were underesti-
mated by reviewers and that their reputation was spread by
word of mouth recommendation by the readers themselves.
'Series offer an enormous comfort factor. When kids have
read and enjoyed one, they know they can move on to
another and be able to cope with it, and have reading success
with something they will enjoy. But also there is a marvellous
feeling for me that the first complete book many kids will
read will be by a talented writer such as Michael Morpurgo.'

I already knew, of course, how popular and successful 'Jets'
were but I was surprised to hear that they were translated into
many languages and sold all over the world - yet more proof
of their attraction for young readers.

Philippa Milnes-Smith, Editorial Director of Viking
Children's Books, was also sure that she was offering a qual-
ity product with their 'Read Alone' and 'Kites' series. 'Many
picture books require the presence of an adult. These are
designed to be accessible to readers on their own.' In defence
of the quality of writing in series, she pointed out that both
Mr Majeika and The Conker as Hard as a Diamond began life
as series books and then made the cross-over into
'mainstream' paperback format. Like the other publishers,
Viking try very hard to ensure that there is a range of subject
matter and genres in their series.

All three publishers pointed to the very high sales, with
figures for series titles way above the figures for single
hardback titles, and with high sales figures generating good
royalties there is no shortage of authors submitting manu-
scripts or accepting commissions. The publishers also point
out that these guaranteed high sales make it easier to intro-
duce new writers like Robin Kingsland whose first book was a
'Jet'.

This is obviously good news for writers but is it necessarily
good news for readers? I put this point to Chris Fowling when
I asked him to answer Signal's challenge.

He was typically trenchant in his assertion that what he is
offering these readers is his best possible writing. He sees no
difference whatsoever in writing for series and writing stories
for any other form of publishing. He rejects strongly what he
calls 'this curious notion that writers somehow churn these
books out'; that they are on some sort of auto-pilot. Indeed,
to Chris, series actually broaden the range of fiction available
to readers as they offer a home to stories of a length that
would previously not have been published and that would
thus have been lost to the children who have since enjoyed
them. He says, 'One of my most successful books has been
The Phantom Carwash. Now that story was with my agent for
three and a half years and had been rejected by various
publishers who threw up their hands in horror and said "4,000
words! It's impossible!" Then along came 'Banana Books'
and snapped it up as being exactly the right length for their
series.'

Part of the attraction of series publishing, for authors, then, is
that they can write stories of differing lengths and know
there's a market for them without needing to pad them out or
cut them dramatically to fit mainstream demands. The stories
can be the length they need to be and still get published.

For teachers and librarians the series format simply 'works'.
It works because the children read them; it works because
they keep coming back for more; it works because they
appeal across such a wide age range. The size, the length, the
appearance, the subject matter and the directness of narrative

all appeal to youngsters who want to read but for various
reasons can't or won't tackle longer, more complex novels
and reject all you can suggest with that ultimate adolescent
put-down, 'It's boring, sir.'

Two little snapshots of series books at work will indicate some
of this appeal. The Phantom Carwash is currently on loan to a
boy in Year 10 who, to the best of my knowledge, has never
willingly read a complete book before. Yet they don't just
work for 'reluctant' or 'beginner' readers. A girl in Year 7,
who has borrowed over 50 books since September and who
some time ago engaged me in a complex discussion about The
Owl Service, regularly drops in to read two or three of these
short books at break-time, just to pass the time.

The Phantom
Carwash

SPOOKSCOTTAGE

Series books are a publishing phenomenon. They are here to
stay - and possibly develop with publishers considering intro-
ducing titles where children are not the main characters to
broaden the age range and also series for older readers with a
thriller format.

Young readers are as varied in their needs as adults and we
who provide books for them can not afford to sneer at what
appeals to them. We need to provide as rich and varied a
selection as possible to ensure that all our readers can gain
enjoyment and success; and series titles, chosen on their
merits, have a vital role to play.

Well, that's enough of the talking heads - let the books speak
for themselves. Here are a few that I particularly like for a
variety of reasons and which, I hope, show the range of
writing available.
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Best Friends by Rachel Anderson and Shelagh McNicholas
(A & C Black 'Jets', 0 7136 3361 1, £4.95) is a sequel to the
delightful Jessy Runs Away (0 7136 3059 0, £4.95; Young
Lions, 0 00 673293 3, £2.25 pbk), both dealing with family life
with a Downs Syndrome girl. Here friendships and sisterly
rivalry are sensitively handled.

Anne Fine has a number of titles in series and Stranger
Danger (Hamish Hamilton 'Gazelle', 0 241 12545 6, £3.99;
Puffin, 0 14 034302 4, £2.50 pbk) deals with an important
issue that needs sensible handling. Joe learns his safety rules
from the local bobby and then how to apply them with
common sense at a grand concert.

Ghost stories are always popular and Emma Tennant's Ghost
Child (Heinemann 'Banana', 0 434 93025 3, £2.95) is a cut
above most. Young Melly is condemned to another summer
holiday with her grand-parents - but this year things are diffe-
rent as she meets the ghost of great uncle Rick, killed when a
World War II pilot, but appearing to Melly as a boy of her
own age in the cottage where he used to live. This one sent
those tell-tale shivers up my spine.

Punning titles seem to be fashionable these days so we have
Copycat (Hodder & Stoughton 'Roosters', 0 340 49577 4,
£5.99) from Sheila Lavelle and Saving Grace (A & C Black
'Crackers', 0 7136 3122 8, £5.50; Mammoth, 0 7497 0294 X,
£1.99 pbk) by Nick Warburton. The first is a sci-fi/ecology
story in which girl/cat Amber Sunbeam from the planet
Kryston arrives on earth to copy animal life in order to
repopulate her polluted, but happily recovering, world. The
second is a light-hearted football story in which Grace is the
star goalie. A 'big-time scout' signs up the wrong player - a
boy - and complications ensue. Loved the cool newspaper
headlines as chapter headings. Shame about the price.

Staying with girls and sport, we have A Medal for Malina
(Hamish Hamilton 'Antelope', 0 241 12937 0, £4.99; Puffin,
0 14 034856 5, £2.50 pbk; see also review on p. 12). This is
Narinder Dhami's first book and is a fairly predictable, but
always competent, primary school Sports Day story with
lively dialogue wherein John 'Motormouth' Parry - school
bully and ace runner - is eventually bested by Malina. A
lively story with a confident, athletic Asian girl as the main
character.

It's good to see so many stories coming through with Asian
children in lead roles - and even better when they are by
Asian authors. How can you resist a book with a title like
Dadijan's Carrot Halvah (Hamish Hamilton 'Antelope',
0 24112457 7, £4.99)? Pratima Mitchell's storyline of meeting
relatives at Heathrow will be familiar territory for many
Asian youngsters.

Nadya Smith's two short story collections Will You Come on
Wednesday? (Julia MacRae 'Blackbird', 0 86203 448 5, £4.50;
Walker 0 7445 1462 2, £2.99 pbk) and Imran's Secret
(0 86203 315 2, £3.95; Walker, 0 7445 2300 1, £2.99 pbk) have
been particular favourites of mine for some time. Warm,
gentle stories of life in an inner-city primary school based on
the author's teaching experience in a school not a million
miles from my own. The stories feature infant children, but
continue to delight well into the secondary years.

All these authors are taking their readers seriously and trying
to engage them at a level beyond story that is solely for diver-
sion and entertainment. Some of the books in series can stand
with the best; hardly surprising really when it's the same
authors involved. They get considered for, and sometimes
win, awards. They appear on shortlists: Jean Ure's Spooky
Cottage for the Federation of Children's Book Groups
Award; Anne Fine's Design a Pram and Michael Morpurgo's
Colly's Barn for the Nottingham Oak Tree Award; The
Phantom Carwash for the Smarties Award. And, of course,
Storm by Kevin Crossley-Holland, won the Carnegie Medal
in 1985.

1 leave you with one of Bernard Ashley's 'Dockside School
Stories'. In Boat Girl (Julia MacRae 'Redwings' 0 86203 445 0,
£3.95; Boat Girl and Other Dockside School Stories, Walker,
0 7445 2305 2, £3.99 pbk) Kim Lung's everyday experiences
on her first school residential visit - being in the dark, hide
and seek, seeing the sea - spark for her memories of stories
she has overheard her father tell about his escape from

Vietnam. This short book is guaranteed to move to tears
anyone with an ounce of feeling. Here is Kim Lung on the
first page at the parents' meeting about the trip where she is
the only pupil present as she has to act as interpreter for dad:

'Kim eased her hand away, pulled up her already pulled
up socks. She had come into the row of seats first, was on
the wrong side of him; and she didn't like holding the
hand with the scar on it. Her father let it drop, fingered
the scar as he often did, like someone blind, reading a
story in it, while Kim looked up at all the adults' faces,
feeling very out of place, very small.'

This is formula writing? Get real! •

Currently available 'series' fiction for
the younger reader

Andersen Press
Tigers'(6-9), 64pp, £4.99

A & C Black
'Bugs'(5-7), 28pp, £3.95
'Buttons' (5-7), 48pp, £4.95
'Comets'(7-11), 64/96pp,
£5.50
'Crackers' (7-11), 64/96pp,
£5.50
'Jets' in hardback (6-9), 64pp,
£4.95

Blackie
'Blackie Bears' (6+), 48pp,
£3.50
'Snappers' (8-10), 96pp, £6.50
'Story Factory' (6-8), 80pp,
£5.50
Thriller Firsts' (8-10), 96pp,
£6.50

Deutsch/Scholastic
'Toppers' (5-8), 48pp, £2.50

Hamish Hamilton
'Antelopes' (6-9), 96pp, £4.99
'Cartwheels' (4-8), 32pp, £4.99
'Gazelles' (5-8), 48pp, £3.99

HarperCollins
'Jets' in paperback (6-9), 64pp,
£1.99-£2.99

Heinemann
'Banana Books' (7-9), 48pp,
£3.99
'Superchamps' (8-11), 72pp,
£3.95

Hodder & Stoughton
'Cheetahs'(7-9), 80pp,
£4.95-£5.99
'Hedgehogs' (5-7), 32pp,
£4.95-£5.99
'Roosters' now called
'Ganders' (6-8), 44pp,
£4.95-£5.99

Julia MacRae
'Blackbirds' and 'Redwings
see below under Walker

Orchard
'Storybooks' (7-10), 64pp,
£2.95

READ
ALONE

'Flippers' (5-8), 64pp,
£4.99 hbk, £2.99 pbk

Simon & Schuster
'Storybooks' (6+), 48pp
£7.99 hbk, £3.50 pbk

Viking Kestrel
'Kites' (7+), 80/96pp, £5.50
'Read Alones' (4-8), 80/96pp
£4.99

Walker
'Walker Doubles'(7-10),
96pp, £2.99 pbk (including
many 'Blackbirds' and
'Redwings')

Oxford
'Eagle Books' (8-12),
64-176pp, £3.50-£6.95

Steve Rosson is Head of Library Resources at Moseley School,
Birmingham.
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Stories for Everyone

THREE CHEERS FOR ERROL
Babette Cole
£2.50
City Rat Errol is bad at everthing.
"You've got no brains, Errol" they
said. But Errol proves that everyone
is good at something.

THE OWL WHO WAS AFRAID
OF THE DARK
Jill Tomlinson
£2.99
Plop is the same as every baby barn
owl - except for one thing. Plop is
afraid of the dark!

MAYBREAK
Frances Usher
£2.99
Five children, all with something to
prove, find their lives inextricably
linked on an extraordinary Bank
Holiday weekend.

JESS AND THE RIVER KIDS
Judith O'Neill
£2.99
One Sunday Jess's special place is
invaded by two scruffy boys — Kenny
and Snowy. Their friendship becomes
caught up in the puzzle of the missing
brooch and a night's camping that
turns to horror.

THE FLAWED GLASS
Ian Strachan
£2.99
When her uncle leaves for America
the magic fades from Shona's life.
But Shona cannot stop praying for the
miracle that will unlock what is stored
away in a body that can hardly walk
and a tongue that cannot speak.

Part of Reed Co:

Children's Div
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REVIEWS Reviews of paperback fiction are grouped for convenience under
teaching range. Books and children being varied and adaptable,
we suggest you look either side of your area. More detailed
recommendation for use can be found within the reviews.

Nursery/Infant:
Borka
John Burningham,
Red Fox (Apr 92),
009 989910 8, £3.99
A re-issue of John
Burningham's classic
Adventures of a Goose with No
Feathers in a large format,
brightly coloured edition. The
print is bold and clear with a
very attractive layout. The
story is a variant of the Ugly
Duckling but without the
cop-out ending. This goose is
not going to turn into a
swan . . . instead she manages,
through trial and tribulation,
to come to terms with her
differences and find her own
niche in life. Amusing,
satisfying and original; no
child should miss hearing this
read and talked about.
Welcome back, Borka! LW

Aren't You Lucky!
Catherine Anholt,
Red Fox (Mar 92),
0 09 992160 X, £3.99

Coping with waiting for the
arrival of a new baby, the
arrival itself and the
differences that having a
young brother makes to the
family are faithfully depicted
here. The illustrations are
cleverly laid out, distancing
the reader in some instances
and then suddenly enlarged to
allow us to enter into the
reality of jealousy, anger and
frustration that this change
brings with it. A careful
matching of text to illustration
depicts the process of adapting
with sensitivity and gentle
humour and makes this a very
good read for everyone, but
ideal to give a child coping
with this situation. JS

Sally and the Limpet
Simon James, Walker
(Mar 92), 07445 2020 7,
£3.99
A delightful tale with a strong
ecological message. Sally
wants to keep a big limpet she
finds on the beach. Though
the limpet resists, she manages

to pull it off the rock. All
seems well until she tries to
pull it off her finger, but it
sticks proverbially. Nothing
anyone can do will shift it -
and only when she takes it
back to exactly where she
found it, does the limpet
release its grip on her. Simon
James seems to have the
knack of getting over a serious
message in a comical way. JS

Baby Talk
Useful words and
phrases for babies and
grown ups
Sami Sweeten and
Annie David, Picture
Corgi (Mar 92),
0 552 52647, £2.99
What a charming idea . . . a
book about babies who are
just learning their first words
and phrases, and causing their
Mums and Dads enormous
pleasure in doing so. Definitely
to be recommended for
anyone with a small human
being about. MS

Poonam's Pets
Andrew and Drina
Davies, ill. Paul
Dowling, Little
Mammoth (Feb 92),
0 7497 1417 9, £2.99
It's the turn of Mrs Wig's class
to do an assembly for the
school, and she suggests they
do one on pets. Reminiscent
of Joyce Grenfell (guaranteed
to have a special appeal for
teachers), the authors build up
an hilarious scenario: Mrs Wig
accepts (for the sake of a
peaceful existence) that
Ranjeev's rabbit is a giraffe,
only to find herself totally
confounded by Poonam's pets.
Poonam, the most insignificant
member of the class, manages
to be the one who impresses
the whole school and learns, at
the same time, to speak up
when it's necessary. JS

Daniel's Dinosaurs
Mary Carmine, ill.
Martin Baynton, Hippo
(Apr 92), 0590 55025 X,
£2.99
A lot of children are absolutely
fascinated by dinosaurs and
here's the book for them . . .
it's a softly coloured picture
story about Daniel who loves
dinosaurs and thinks about
them all the time.
Recommended for children
like Daniel of around 5/6 years
old.

MS

Right, from Daniel's Dinosaurs.

It's a Perfect Day
Abigail Pizer,
Picturemac (May 92),
0333566114, £3.50

A realistically illustrated,
simple story about animals
and their ideal way to spend a
perfect summer day. 'It's the
perfect day to' ... 'crow,
thought the cock. Cock-a-
doodle-doo!' . . . 'have a nap,
thought the cat. Purr purr!'. . .
'collect some pollen, thought
the bee. Buzz buzz!'. . . and
so on and so on. As different
animals are met, a long list of
sounds builds up and the
listening child has fun
remembering and practising
what each one says. Charming.

MS

Going Swimming
Sarah Garland, Picture
Puffin (Mar 92),
0 14 054356 2, £3.50
A pleasant picture book about
Mum and two children who go
off to the swimming baths. All
very familiar - buying the
tickets, getting undressed,
baby not too keen initially but
then loving it and screaming
when it's time to leave. The
detailed and amusing pictures
make this ideal for 3-5s and
their families. MS

Emma's Lamb
Kim Lewis, Walker
(Mar 92), 07445 2031 2,
£3.99
A delightful story of the day
when Emma's father brings a
lamb into the kitchen to be
warmed and fed. She looks
after it until her father finds its
mother and the lamb has to go
back to the field. This book
has lovely soft-focused, yet
unsentimental, pictures and
would be perfect to share with
3-6 year-olds. MS

White is the Moon
Valerie Greeley, Picture
Lion(Feb92),
0 00 663887 2, £2.99
A book rich in poetry and
colour taking the reader
through night into day and
back again with an ongoing
poem about creatures of the
wild. Ideal whatever your age,
and a source of possible
enjoyment to the child new to
reading out loud. MS
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Babybug
Catherine Storr, ill.
Fiona Dunbar, Simon &
Schuster (Mar 92),
07500 10681, £3.50
Having a new baby in the
house must be hard for big
sisters and that's just what this
story is about. Tania manages
to listen in to her parents'
conversations (using the baby
alarm) and hears that they do
love her after all. 'Ever since
Adam had been born, she'd
wondered whether Mum and
Dad really liked her as much
as they did him. But now that
she'd heard them say she was
special, she felt happy.' A

comforting story with plenty
of realism and humour.
Thoroughly recommended.

MS

Give a Dog a Bone
Brian Wildsmith,
Oxford (Apr 92),
019 272243 3, £3.50
Like all other books by
Wildsmith, this is a treat to
look at with its wonderful use
of colour and pattern and
many details which make
every page interesting and
exciting. The story is about a
dog called Stray who has no
home. He journeys in and out
of pages and half pages trying

Infant:/Junior

to find a bone and a place to
eat it, encountering plenty of
difficulties until he comes
upon a wedding. The bridal
carriage has bones tied to it, so
he gives chase and ends up
finding his home with the
young couple. A very
satisfactory outcome and a
terrific book that's well worth
the price. MS

Penguin Goes to
Playschool
0 333 55207 5
Penguin and the New
Baby
0 333 55208 3
Pat Posner and Alison
Finch, Picturemac
(Apr 92), £3.25 each
Two small books each dealing
with the title subject
sensitively. I'd recommend
them for any 2-4 year-old
struggling with the events
involved - they'll greatly enjoy
the bright colours in both
books. MS

The Whistling Piglet
Dick King-Smith, ill.
Norman Johnson,
Walker (Mar 92),
0 7445 2051 7, £2.99
More animal magic from Dick
King-Smith: Mumpig thought
her Henry's whistling was an
awful noise and so did all the
other full-grown animals on
the farm. But Henry's brothers
and sisters said, 'It's brill! It's
catchy! It makes your feet
itch!' and so did the chicks,
lambs, calves and all the
young ones who danced and
gambolled wherever he led.
The farmer was always having
to round up the youngsters,
much to his annoyance, so this
particular little piggy had to go
to market. Fun for sharing and
solo reading. JB

Coming Home
Martin Waddell, ill.
Neil Reid, Simon &
Schuster (Mar 92),
07500 0607 2, £3.99
When his Irish American
Grandad makes a trip back to
his old home in Ireland, young
Patrick goes too. They fly in a
jumbo jet and drive to Tullyvey
on the west coast of Ireland.
This is a much deeper book
than the simple, first-person
narrative text would suggest.
The finely executed, realistic
illustrations say so much about
the contrasts between the city
and country, the simple and
sophisticated lifestyles, about
memories, belonging,
relationships and emotions.

JB

Herbert Saves the Day
Heather Eyles, Red Fox
(Mar 92), 009 982750 6,
£2.25
The second story of Class 6
and their irrepressible pet
guinea pig, Herbert. Here he
acquires a friend, Henry, who
gets fatter and fatter until one
storytime . . . he - or rather
she - produces. Four chapters,
fully integrated line drawings
and text with lots of bubble
talk make this ideal for early
solo reading. JB

Sea Tongue
Kevin Crossley-Holland,
ill. Clare Challice,
0 563 34785 6
Cap o'Rushes
Alison Lurie, ill. Victor
Ambrus, 0 563 34778 3
Dare's Secret Pony
Emma Tennant, ill.
Mark McLaughlin,
0 563 34782 1
TheTaleofTrellie
the Troog
Douglas Hill, ill. Cathy
Simpson, 0 563 34781 3
BBC/Longman 'Read &
Listen', (Mar 92),
£2.50 each
We've used these beautifully
produced books with their
accompanying cassettes as
individual and group readers
in school for some time. The
stories are varied, richly
different in style and origin,
illustrated by a variety of
artists and all worth the
reading in their own right. The
four in this batch are part of
the Summer term's Listening
and Reading radio series for
schools and they range from
the excellently retold
traditional tale, Cap o'Rushes
to the modern Dare's Secret
Pony.

There are many titles from
previous broadcasts in this
series and a child given no
other books would have a
wide and valuable experience
from the variety available.
The stories are all presented to
appeal to those just taking off
in independent reading, but
less mature children would
enjoy listening to the tapes just
as much. LW

Hello, Fred
0750011807
Fred Again
0750011823
Christine Nostlinger,
Simon & Schuster 'Dart'
(Mar 92), £2.99 each
Well, what do you make of a
character in a book who drops
his trousers in public to prove
that he really is a boy (despite
having long golden curls),
swears because his dad did
yesterday, lies to his best
friend and runs away? My
children made a great fuss of
him, that's what!
These satisfyingly true-to-life
stories about Fred (six years
and six months old) manage to
avoid being vulgar, but are full
of the sort of slightly risque
humour that youngsters love.
The translation from the
original German leads to
occasional culture differences
- for example, Fred cannot
read because he's not yet at
school. . . which puts our
obsession with reading before
seven into an interesting
perspective.
Just right for young fluent
readers or perfect to read
aloud. Every classroom should
meet Fred. LW

Man Mountain
Martin Waddell, ill.
Claudio Munoz, Picture
Puffin (Apr 92),
014 054079 2, £3.50
This has to be another future
classic of children's literature
for Martin Waddell. It's
stunning both visually and in
terms of the storyline. To try
to describe it would not do it
justice. It's one of those books
that will be part of anyone

who reads it, so that never
again will they look at the
world around them in quite
the same way. JS

People Poems
Ed. Jill Bennett, ill.
Nick Sharratt, Oxford
(Apr 92), 019 276110 2,
£2.50
The same team provided us
with Noisy Poems, so
consequently this book was
immediately pounced upon
and has been chosen on
numerous occasions since for
read-aloud poetry sessions. Jill
Bennett's strength is in her
own love of poetry and her
sure touch in choosing just the
right poems for children at this
stage. JS

Tyrone the Dirty
Rotten Cheat
Hans Wilhelm, Hippo
(Mar 92), 0590 55014 4,
£2.99
This book was greeted like an
old friend. It's proved very
popular and is now well
thumbed and a bit grubby - an
extremely good sign!
It may be churlish of me but
I'm disappointed that Hans
Wilhelm stuck with Tyrone
and didn't create another
dinosaur villain. True, he
does, once again, get his
come-uppance but I couldn't
shake off my depression that
some of the satisfaction and
power of the previous book,
Tyrone the Horrible, has now
been lost. Tyrone's bullying
had been brilliantly and
graphically defeated by
Boland's ingenuity and to find
him not only thriving but still
persecuting Boland in this
book somehow defeats the
whole object. JS

Lazy Lion
Mwenye Hadithi, ill.
Adrienne Kennaway,
Picture Knight (Mar 92),
0340 56565 9, £3.99
The clear, strong illustrations
match the spare, deceptively
simple text to present powerful
images that take time to
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T H E P U F F I N
B O O K O F

CHOSEN BY GENE KEMP
ILLUSTRATED BY NlCK

HARRIS

0670 838497 £9.99

So you don't believe in ghosts, Ghouls and Spectres? Then read on!
The ghosts here are not all just shadowy shapes floating down

staircases of old mansions of conventional spooks rattling old armour
and chains in dungeons. They come to life and cast a spell on us in
these haunting tales and as they draw us into their world, they seem

to become uncannily real and the living people in the
stories uncannily ghostlike.

So, you still don't believe in ghosts? Read on!

T H E P U F F I N
B O O K OF

0670 839132 £8.99
Have you read the one about... ?

Flavour the hilarious reminiscences of George
Layton's northern childhood. Try NOT to

laugh when you read about William and his
gang when they decide to become saints. Split

your sides over the adolescent ramblings of
Adrian Mole aged 133A and have a taste of the

zany Bagthorpe family as the bizarre young
Daisy Parker goes into her Funeral Phase. A

gigglesome collection of funny stories
by wonderful authors

T H E P U F F I N
B O O K OF C H O S E N BY JAN MARK

0670 838543 £8.50

If you've ever thrilled to a piece of music, felt the joy
of dancing, or warmed to the dazzle of theatre

spotlights, then these stories are for you.

VIKING
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percolate but build to provoke
discussion, challenging
children to make the leap into
dialogue with the author. A
child in my class described the
book as 'having a special kind
of Tightness because it didn't
tell you what to think but
made you think it'. This
author/illustrator team seem
able to encapsulate the power
of the fable in a form to which
we can all relate. They give no
easy answers but just provoke
powerful food for thought.

JS

Wheels
A Tale of Trotter
Street
Shirley Hughes, Walker
(Mar 92), 07445 2012 6,
£3.99
What more can one say about
Shirley Hughes? In the
'Trotter Street' series she
produces good stories in an
urban setting with illustrations
that keep children coming
back for more and more. Buy
it as a present, buy it for the
class book corner or library -
buy it wherever you're aiming
books at young children!

Everything Shirley Hughes
writes at the moment has its
own special magic and is
guaranteed to work for you on
every level! JS

Dreamy Daniel,
Brainy Bert
Secular Anderson,
Simon & Schuster
(Mar 92), 07500 1174 2,
£3.50
Daniel dreams his way through
life in general and school in
particular but discovers, with
the help of Sherbert, the class
mouse, that concentrating
brings its own rewards. The
wickedly apt line drawings
which enhance the text also
support the reader. Humour
accompanied by predictable
home truths, in a very
palatable format, make this
book ideal for early read-alone
efforts. JS

Elizabeth and Larry
Marilyn Sadler, ill.
Roger Bollen,
Picturemac (Mar 92),
0333 56477 4, £3.99

A bold, cheerful, cartoony
style picture book with an
interesting storyline. Elizabeth
is an elderly lady, Larry is an
alligator; the two are great
friends but society doesn't
approve of cross-cultural
relationships. How the
problem is solved leads to a
happy ending in defiance of
convention. If this all sounds
rather heavy for a picture
book, rest assured - it's
written amusingly and is well
within the experience of a
young child. The
encouragement to think about
that experience is a bonus. LW

Calculator Annie
Alexander McCall
Smith, Young Corgi
(Apr 92), 0552 52664 9,
£2.50
Annie suffers from maths
phobia until she falls asleep
with a calculator under her
pillow and wakes up with the
capacity to divide astronomical
integers by multiplace
decimals. Her gift brings fame
and status, but will it see her
through a public contest with

the most prodigious
mathematicians in the world?
An entertaining story with a
pleasant resolution, this book
should make a good read for
children acquiring
independence, and might
spark off some discussion on
why so many of us find calcula-
tion a misery. GH

The Vegetarian Troll
Ralph Wright,
Mammoth (Feb 92),
07497 0629 5, £2.50
Jago, a young troll, suffers an
identity crisis when he's
smitten by a desire to be liked
by humans. He alienates his
traditionalist family by giving
up billy-goat and in the course
of his affection-seeking exile
he eschews mud baths and
takes to wearing clothes and
perfume. Trollness triumphs
in the end, but through self-
acceptance Jago achieves his
objective after all.

This is a light, engaging story
which carries its message very
entertainingly. It should
appeal to young independent
readers who will probably
enjoy the fusion of
contemporary and fairy story
settings. GH

Junior/Middle
The Rabbit Club
0 330 32370 9

Ransom for a River
Dolphin
0 330 32439 X
Sarita Kendall, Piper
(Apr 92), £2.99 each
The bobtail bunny lovers
should twitch excitedly when
they see the first title. Mac and
his earnest classmates fondle
and frolick with their lop-
eared, old English, etc. cosy
pets, whilst dubious goings-on
need uncovering and exposing
at the conveniently local
angora farm. There's some
humour and it's an accessible,
harmless read.
The river dolphin tale is in fact
better value, both in style and
content. The Amazon and its
people are somehow made less
distant than in a TV
documentary as Carmenza

and her friend Ramiro struggle
to save a butchered, belea-
gured pink dolphin. Around
them the forest burns for cash
crops and rapid soil erosion
while richly equipped animal
hunters barter for endangered
species and handsome returns.
The message that insensitive
men of all races have much to
answer for is only gently
underscored as the tale moves
rapidly on. It might make an
unusual Junior class-reader.

DB

Boris the Tomato
Alex Martin, ill.
Jonathon Hills, Piper
(May 92), 0330 324101,
£2.99
With brutal and ruthless
manipulation, Boris gains
unworthy leadership in the
greenhouse. Attracting the
total adulation of his fellow

tomatoes, he wants control
and nothing will stop him
getting it. Deaf to the wisdom
of Gerald, the vine, Boris
organises a campaign that
stretches far beyond the
greenhouse, subjugating the
lettuces and threatening the
gardener; his power seems
absolute until things begin to
go badly wrong.
This book is very, very funny
with howling puns and a
collection of the most highly
suggestible vegetables I've
ever met. PH

The Fifteenth Peanut
Butter Sandwich
Marjorie Kaplan, ill.
Eileen McKeating,
Young Piper (May 92),
0 330 32229 X, £2.99
Kathy solves her problems by
eating peanut butter
sandwiches - the difficulty of

each dilemma is measured by
the number of PBSs it takes to
solve it. Her current concern is
Romeo, her adoring tabby,
who needs a temporary home
while she and her family are
away in London. Determined
to find a suitable place, Kathy
even tries the Queen, but time
is short and there seems no
hope.
I loved the gentle, sunny tone
and the pondering and
evaluating needed to find the
best place. Yes, of course, it
has a happy ending and not
just for Romeo and Kathy
either. PH

The Mystery of the
Blue Arrows
Chuck McKee, ill.
David McKee, Red Fox
(Mar 92), 009 973970 4,
£3.99
A wonderful picture book that
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works on many levels - the
uncomplicated storyline is
lovely for reading aloud. It
relates the all too familiar
situation of a busy Mum
assigning Dad to take the
children out. The lively and
appropriate text will capture
and keep the interest of a
recently independent reader,
yet adult readers-aloud will
appreciate the subtle, wry
humour.
The illustrations not only
exemplify the text but take it a
stage further with fascinating
details that beg for closer
observation. I loved it and so
did my Y6s - they raced
through to solve the 'mystery'
and only then could they use it
for an assignment. PH

The Seven Chinese
Brothers
Margaret Mahy, ill.
Jean and Mou-sien
Tseng, Macmillan
(May 92), 0333 56609 2,
£3.99
A breathtakingly beautiful
book. The colours, swirling on
the page with tremendous
vitality of movement, don't
just illustrate the text but
extend our perception of the
story.

The tale comes from ancient
Chinese folklore and tells of
the cruelty inflicted upon
thousands of labourers
conscripted by Emperor Ch'in
Shih Huang to construct the
Great Wall. It's the
intervention of the seven
brothers," each with his own
special strength, that brings
about the downfall of the
tyrannical Emperor in the
most spectacular way. PH

The Wedding Ghost
Leon Garfield, ill.
Charles Keeping,
Oxford (Apr 92),
019 272246 8, £3.95
An unusual slant to the
Sleeping Beauty story in the
casting of the prince as the son
of a London builders'
merchant, shortly to be
married. Garfield's wonderful
descriptions of the London
streets are perfectly matched
by Keeping's teetering
buildings set amidst smudgy
backgrounds. The engaged
pair are shown as dour and
pug-faced, while the vibrant

presence of the sleeping
princess haunts Jack long after
his return to real life. The
disturbing description of the
forest inhabited by crumbling
skeletons (failed rescuers)
could alarm the very young,
but for readers of junior age
and above this is a magical
book to read and re-read. LN

Playing with Fire
Anthony Masters, ill.
John Levers, Puffin
(Mar 92), 014 034824 7,
£2.50
Anthony Masters plays a
dangerous game with
considerable skill. St Elmer's
Primary have moved to a new
building, formerly an abbey.
In the excitement the story
about the masked monk's
treasure buried somewhere on
the site gains cult status. But
here the familiar genre ends,
ominous things lurk in the
boiler room and the teachers
begin to behave peculiarly;
setting fire to the boiler house
and seeing a devil around the
smoke stack are only a part of
it. Amid the mayhem we have
one calm voice of reality, a
yardstick that makes the
macabre happenings more
believable. Masterly skill
indeed. PH

The Afterdark
Princess
Annie Dalton, ill. Kate
Aldous, Mammoth
(Feb 92), 07497 0999 5,
£2.50
A superbly crafted story, so
well-structured that the
simplicity belies the
interwoven layers of meanings.
Joe is the anxious and
pampered baby 'sittee' and it
takes Alice, baby-sitter
extraordinaire, and last
Princess of Afterdark, to
reveal the courageous and
heroic Joe Quail.
A remarkable book where our
most reluctant hero grows as
the pages turn, but after riding
a slightly supercilious flying
horse and watching a genocidal
dragon fight, climbing the
Shining Stairway and subduing
the Emperor of Nightfall, no
wonder he's a different boy
when he returns home. Mum's
changed too, but that's a
different story. PH
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Michael
Tony Bradman and
Tony Ross, Red Fox
(Apr 92), 009 9840200,
£3.99
Michael was the worst boy in
the school, or so his teachers
said. He was scruffy, often
cheeky and always late. He
did like reading, numbers and
science, but not the sort they
did in school. Despite that he
was destined to go far.

This book humorously pokes
fun at the traditional chalk-
and-talk view of education and
strikes a blow for the non-
conformist lateral-thinking
Michaels of the world. The
combination of Ross's zany
illustrations and Bradman's
straightforward text should
give this one a wide appeal for
junior readers. JB

Thawing Frozen Frogs
Brian Patten, Puffin
(Mar 92), 014 0342710,
£2.99

The pages of this book contain
a vigorous torrent of verbal
invention, with much
ephemeral spray leaping over
the deeper currents. The tone
of most of the poems is playful;
the world is viewed from a
variety of skewed perspectives;
words are deftly juggled
amongst their meanings and
kids demolish the common
sensibleness of adults. These
were the features most enjoyed
by my junior listeners, but
they also appreciated the
environmental concerns of
poems like 'It's Poisoning
Down' and 'The River's
Story'. A mixed collection for
children to share and browse
through on their own. GH

Leadfoot
Nicholas Fisk, Piper
(Mar 92), 0330 32154 4,
£2.99
Rob and his father worship
Leadfoot, a vintage Alvis car.
When, during a holiday in
Scotland, the dignity of their
goddess is threatened by a trio
of macho-men driving a flashy
Pontiac, strife erupts between
the car fanatics. Things look
nasty enough to frighten the
female onlookers for a while,
but after Rob's father is
injured during a spot of
makeshift artillery practice, it

turns out that they're splendid
fellows after all. First
published in 1980, this
adventure story is a paean to
engine power, hurtling metal,
rippling muscle, heavy
weaponry and sweaty male
mateship. I wonder if by any
chance Leadfoot is related to
Iron John? GH

The Lost Ones
Margaret Greaves, ill.
Honey de Lacey, Dent
(Mar 92), 0460 88054 3,
£2.99
Twelve cameo mystery stories,
featuring ghostly visitations
from the past - be they long-
dead children from a previous
century ('Swing High, Swing
Low'), a dog who averts
disaster ('Bracken'), a
similarly motivated bellringer
(The Watcher') or the Sea
King's daughter ('Stranger
from the Sea').
The stories are very quick to
read; imaginatively,
engagingly realised and
evocatively illustrated. The
whole tone smacks pleasingly
of the fireside folk tale or
anecdote. DB

The Song that Sings
the Bird
Ed. Ruth Craft, Young
Lions (Feb 92),
000 674007 3, £2.99

A rich, original and
challenging collection for any
child or, indeed, adult.
Particularly welcome at a time
when so much of children's
poetry is really verse, this
anthology ranges widely
across ages, cultures and styles
to offer poems as various as
'Linstead Market' and 'Any
Old Iron' to 'The Dancing
Cabman' and 'Mushrooms'; as
well as a range of authors from
Anon, to Sylvia Plath. Very
few are the usual staples of
anthologies but nevertheless
are accessible, if demanding.
A real pleasure for solo
reading or to read aloud. LW

A Medal for Malina
Narinder Dhami, Puffin
(Apr 92), 014 034856 5,
£2.50
A first book by this author
which promises well for those
to come. Sports Day rivalry is
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the theme, but what could
have been a cliche is given a
twist (literally - but my lips are
sealed) before the happy
ending. The language is
natural and easy to read, but
the plot is challenging enough
for 8-10 year-olds. LW

Hopping Mad
Hazel Townson, ill.
Philippe Dupasquier,
Red Fox (Apr 92),
0 09 910291 9, £2.50
One from the series of 'Lenny
and Jake Adventures', this is a

complex tale about art patrons,
stolen nappies and a sponsored
hop. I had to read it twice
before I could get hold of the
plot, which suggests that
readers should be fairly
experienced before tackling it.
Despite this, it's entertaining
and written with a nice ear for
children's speech. Good for
those ready for a more
involved storyline in a non-
threatening, illustrated novel
format. LW

Coojeebear and the
Monster
Barry Booth and Robert
Gray, ill. Rolf Harris,
Hodder & Stoughton
(Apr 92), 0340 532270,
£3.99
Those of us old enough to
remember children's television
in the early 60s will recognise
Rolf Harris's little koala
character, Coojeebear. Don't
be misled by your memories,
however, this is not a young
children's storybook: the

reader has to be familiar with
some cultural stereotypes
(Welsh people say 'Boyo', the
Scots 'Och' and the Irish . . .
well, you get the picture).
Some knowledge of London is
required, as well as the
workings of Parliament, and
there's a witch and a ghost. In
fact, all in all, this is a very odd
mish-mash that's not sure
which age-group to aim at.
However, the pictures are
interesting and the plot full of
incident. Try it with older
juniors. LW

Middle/Secondary
Adam's Ark
Paul Stewart, Puffin
(Apr 92), 014 034422 5,
£3.50
Autistic Adam discovers
through a pet cat that he can
communicate with animals. As
he matures, and discovers how
they and the environment are
mistreated by humans
(including his own father,
stereotyped as a callous
research scientist), he wonders
why he has this special gift,
and learns that he's destined
to improve the lot of animals.

This moving story will find an
appreciative audience in the
growing numbers of young
people concerned about
animal welfare and
environmental issues. Highly
recommended for able readers
of 10 and above. LN

Mother Gave a Shout
Ed. Susanna Steele and
Morag Styles, Lions
(Feb 92), 000 674134 7,

This collection brings together
poems by women and girls of

many cultures: the familiar
names of Wendy Cope, Sylvia
Plath, Grace Nichols and
Maya Angelou are placed
alongside poems by children
and traditional chants and
rhymes from North America,
Ireland, Japan and Africa. A
few more substantial poems
would have added to the
anthology's worth as a teaching
resource, though the attractive
presentation and easy mix will
appeal to browsers. LN

The Gargoyle
Hugh Scott, Walker
(Mar 92), 07445 2330 3,
£2.99
When psychic Marion goes to
live in Scotland with her
professor father, younger
brother and a mum who never
seems to get out of the kitchen,
she becomes aware of an evil
power emanating from the
local castle. There are
evocative descriptions of the
winter landscape, but Hugh
Scott's narrative style, oblique
to the point of obscurity,
distances the reader so that
evil snickerings, mobile
gargoyles and mysterious
German counts become stock
horror ingredients rather than
producing any real sense of
menace. LN

Monkey Island
Paula Fox, Orchard
(Apr 92), 185213 393 7,
£4.99
Paula Fox's novels may not be
noted for fast-paced action,
but are distinguished by her
sensitive portrayals of the
experiences of young people
and by her deceptively simple,
unpretentious style. These
qualities mark out Monkey
Island as a book well worth
recommending to discerning
readers. 11-year-old Clay,
abandoned by his mother,
takes to the New York streets
to work out his survival among
the homeless. Clay's exile is
temporary, but his good
fortune is balanced by the
lonely death of a sick old man
who befriends him. LN

The Abradizil
Andrew Gibson, ill.
Chris Riddell, Faber
(May 92), 057116508 7,
£2.99
In the Tolkien genre, this
twisting tale of Grinwiss's
Abradizil is exciting and
keenly touching. Franz is an
errand boy Who makes some
strange friends and becomes
involved in a plot to overthrow
Horg, the ruler of his city. An
Abradizil should have limitless
helpful ideas for their cause,
but an out-of-practice magician
makes an imperfect spell
creating an imperfect Abradizil
who has some very unexpected
weaknesses.

A really funny story with
hold-your-breath moments.
I loved the language lapses of
the Abradizil and his proof
that beauty lies in the eyes of
the beholder. PH

The Adventures of
Endill Swift
Stuart McDonald,
Canongate Kelpie
(Apr 92), 086241 352 4,
£2.95
'. . . never stop questioning or
exploring. But most of all
never stop enjoying what you
find.' In the madcap world of
this altogether unique
production for readers of 9-90,
this is an apt maxim. From a
crumbling school of endless

corridors and bizarre rooms,
where the ancient staff are
plainly batty and the pupils
equally off-the-wall, Endill
plots his escape and begins
what appears to be an
intriguing series of future
Endill Swift adventures.
Different in every sense, this
could attract a cult of weirdo
devotees. DB

The Magic in the Pool
of Making
Beth Webb, Lion
Publishing (Apr 92),
07459 22341, £3.99
Astute readers will see the
Biblical, Good v Evil parallels
in this absorbing read. Others
might just enjoy it for the
eco-adventure that it appears
to be on the surface, albeit a
little painful and gruelling in
parts. Manny, a mystical
sandboy, is rescued by Johin,
one of the privileged mud
people, and so begins for them
a mission to save the parched,
polluted planet and its people
from the destruction that's
inevitable. But will the people
listen to their saviour and will
Brilliance, the malevolent
power, conquer all in the end?

DB

The Thirty-Nine Steps
John Buchan
Puffin (Mar 92),
0140357396, £2.99
Dent (Mar 92), ill.
Edward Ardizzone,
0 460 88128 0, £3.50
It occurs to me in the light of
the KS4 syllabi that, since the
film is so different from the
book, this might make a
suitable text for the section
that covers different media
versions of the same original.
If you decide to check it out,
the Dent version is a better,
more accessible edition, with
the Ardizzone illustrations
worth the extra 51p.
There's definitely a certain
buzz to be had out of any
well-made yarn which, along
with the intrigue and suspense,
gives this some plus points.
However, the language can be
comically 'Gung-Ho, By
Jingo!' and the phobias against
Germans and Jews are hard to
swallow nowadays.
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Nevertheless, within the limits
of its context and genre, it's
not at all bad and worth a
consideration. DB

Lockie Leonard:
Human Torpedo
Tim Winton, Red Fox
(Mar 92), 009 9973200,
£2.99
Tumescent male passion is
newcomer Lockie's main
problem when he's taken up
by the delicious Vicki
Streeton, femme fatale at all
of 13 years old! Their liaison
introduces him to fame and
popularity by association, but
it also tangles him up in the
thorny forest of 'lurve'. The
rapid pace and quaintly
creative aussie lingo make this
an entertaining, amusing read
- mainly for boys who seek a
bit of mild titillation. DB

The Year of the
Leopard Song
Eric Campbell, Piper
(May 92), 0330 32408 X,
£3.50
Under the shadow of Kilima
Njaro, the House of God,
dark, potent, tribal magics
have twinned the destinies of
two boys, born on the same
day. One, white, the sacrifice;
the other, his one-time
companion, the marked
tribesman, destined to be the
Leopard Warrior, driven by
'the song' to hunt and kill with
no regard for any earlier
friendship.
Vivid, powerful descriptions
convey a strong sense of
Africa and the dark forces it
holds. However, there's a
serious acknowledgement too
of the conflict between the old
and the new Africa, which
raises this above mere
adventure. DB

Sister
0 00 674045 6
Her Own Song
0006732917
Ellen Howard, Lions
(Feb 92), £2.99 each
Ellen Howard writes about
'issues' with great skill and
insight (as she showed in her
earlier novel, Gillyflower).
Sisters takes place on a prairie
farm, about 100 years ago
(actually filling out the spare
details of facts from the
author's own family). Alena,
the eldest of four, has to act as
midwife, when the fifth is born
prematurely, and then as
substitute mother when the
baby dies and the mother is
left weak and ill. Her Own
Song also uses the past, the
early part of this century, to
follow Mellie's intense few
days of discovery. She finds
her origins in a tangled web,
that includes her natural
mother selling her to Chinese
parents, from which she's
forcibly taken by government
officials. Having lost her
adopted mother, Mellie
(Mei-Li) discovers a rich
source of family and a new
sense of her identity.
The skill of these books is to
tell their stories well and reach
into dark and difficult areas.
Readers can come to
understand about these
through books which are
simply too good to put down.

AJ

Stormsearch
Robert Westall, Puffin
(Apr 92), 014 034468 3,
£2.99
Westall is a master of the craft
of storytelling. He blends the
right ingredients beautifully to
elicit unquestioning belief

from his readers. Here the
story revolves around a model
ship unearthed by Max and his
Uncle Geoff, a distinguished
professor of History with an
infectious and childlike
enthusiasm for the human
stories behind the artefacts.
As Westall unfolds the mystery
of the boat's owner and the
secret message it carries, he
arouses the reader's sympathy
and anger at the tyrannical
Victorian father's callous
treatment of his daughter
which results in her suicide.
An excellent book with echoes
of the wonderful - and, sadly,
out of print - Ghost in the
Water by Edward Chitham; it
will delight and enrich Year 7
classes and be a strong addition
to English stockrooms. VR

Albion's Dream
Roger Norman, Faber
(May 92), 057116507 9,
£3.50
Edward Yeoman discovers an

old board game in a dusty
corner of a remote room in the
family farmhouse. When he
starts to play it, he finds the
behaviour of those people who
loom largest in his life begins
to reflect the struggles of the
arcane characters who strive
against each other on the
board. Soon the game has
drawn him into a labyrinth
where everyday reality and
perilous magic become almost
indistinguishable.
This is an excellent adventure
story, told in a refreshingly
old-fashioned diction. It will
appeal most immediately to
devotees of fantasy games, but
offers excitement and
fascination to a much wider
audience. GH

The Bus People
Rachel Anderson,
Red Fox (Apr'92),
0 09 987420 2, £2.99
A day in the life of Bertram,
the mini-bus driver who takes
the 'specials' to and from their
day centre, frames six stories
about his passengers.
The stories present highly
discomforting presentations of
the callousness and
condescension with which the
mainstream world treats its
'bus people', but they also
depict the individual children
with a vivid warmth that's
positive and moving without
being at all sentimental.
Teachers should be aware that
some readers, or their parents,
might be upset by the
frankness of the stories, but it
would be a great pity if this
limited the availability of a
challenging and enjoyable
book. GH

Older Readers
Ranters, Ravers, and
Rhymers
Poems by Black and
Asian Poets
Ed. Farrukh Dhondy,
Lions (Feb 92),
0 00 673748 X, £3.50
55 poems by 39 poets, packed
into 'British', 'Caribbean',
'Indian' and 'African' sections.
Dhondy, in his introduction,
writes that the poems 'could
not, in my opinion, have been
written by a Britisher or white
American' and the collection
proves the point while still
having an enormous range of
voices. There's a blend of the
well-known with the totally
new. It's not always an easy
read, densely packed on the
page, and mixing so many
strong voices and varieties of
English. The well-known do
less well, in the main. This
isn't their best work in best
surroundings. But it's an
excellent and important new
anthology and left me with

some new favourites,
particularly Adil Jussawalla's
'Approaching Santa Cruz
Airport, Bombay', which
matches the plane's descent
into the city through language,
rhythm and ideas. AJ

Overlord
Christopher Hudson
and Stuart Cooper, Plus
(Apr 92), 014 034945 6,
£2.99
This is a book-of-the-film
about the D-Day landings,
based on authentic sources
and told in the form of a diary
kept by infantryman Tom
Beddows. It deals with Tom's
army training, his friendships,
first love, the intensive
preparations for the 'Overlord'
campaign, and a recurring
dream which convinces him
that he's destined to die on the
Normandy beaches. The
straightforward style,
combining earthiness with
sensitivity, gives a poignant
picture of army life as well as

showing the effects of war on
civilians. LN Say Goodnight, Gracie

Julie Reece Deaver, Pan
(Apr 92), 0330 31051 8,
£3.50
It's loss which is addressed
here: Morgan's closest,
lifelong friend, Jimmy, is
killed by a drunk driver. The
book traces Morgan's
agonising attempts to accept
her loss, let Jimmy go and
move on. She's helped by the
eventual knowledge that he'll
always be a part of her life and
that thoughts of him can
enrich as well as sadden.
The blurb describes the book
as 'powerful and memorable'
and it is - because it
strenuously avoids any hint of
sentimentality. It concentrates
on the strong friendship
between Morgan and Jimmy
and the strength which she
gains from that for the future.
The relationship was ripe for
development into love and it is
the warm pain of unfulfilled
promise which the reader feels
most of all. VR
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A Rose from Blighty
Marjorie Darke, Lions
(Apr 92), 000 673543 6,
£3.99
A doorstep of a book which
takes some time to move
beyond cliches of character,
relationship and history, but
eventually, telling Emily's
story, it does take hold. In the
detail of nursing in a front-line
hospital during the 1914-18
war, we have all the story we
need: the earlier sections
seeming shallow by
comparison. Some readers will
know this as a sequel to the
suffragette novel, A Question
of Courage, but new ones
won't be disadvantaged and
will find many of the elements
of the history saga in a
comfortably accessible form.

AJ

Wild Child
Chloe Rayban, Red Fox
(Apr 92), 009 997350 2,
£2.99
Justine, at 14, is part of the
rich London set which cares
about everything cool and
expensive. An interesting
linking device to the plot is the
dialogue with Justine's future-
self who warns of the dangers
of not being adventurous. So
Justine is adventurous and, in
an escalating series of set-piece
mishaps, hits the front pages
in quite unfavourable ways
right up to the chaotic climax.
Great fun. AJ

Why I'm Already Blue
Terry Parish, Red Fox
(Mar 92), 009 9813300,
£2.99
Lucy must face up to the
disintegration of her parents'
marriage and her sister Jane's
flight to college. Emotionally
bereft, she seeks solace in her
guitar and her friendship with
Gus, a victim of muscular
dystrophy. The storyline is
simple but the prose is
sensitive, allusive, rare.
Characters are realised
through beautifully agile
writing - it's what lies beneath
the surface which interests
Parish.
This is lovely; guide your
12-14 year-olds to it - and to
Cynthia Voigt and Paula Fox,
with whom it has so much in
common. VR

Sticks and Stones
Susan Price, Faber
(Mar 92), 057116315 7,
£3.99
Graeme is a 'short and skinny'
16-year-old who works in a
Black Country supermarket
and lives with his mother and
father. He's an ordinary boy
leading an ordinary life, but
yearning to do something
different - park gardening.
The unexpected arrival of his
renegade elder brother,
Derek, inflames his desire for
freedom, but he realises that a
life of unconventionality is not

STICKS AND
STONES

Susan Price

for him. Forbidden by his
father to leave his present job,
he resorts to trying to get the
sack, but fails. He triumphs in
the end with reason and
courage winning the day. The
lifestyles (and prices!) are
dated, but the pace is gentle
and the reader is left with
feelings of affection and
concern for Graeme. The
Black Country dialect might
bemuse those unused to it but
many - particularly 2nd and
3rd year boys - will empathise
with Graeme's plight and be
absorbed by his gradual
development and maturation.

VR

On Fortune's Wheel
Cynthia Voigt, Lions,
000 674288 2, £3.99
This long, demanding novel is,
in part, a sequel to Jackaroo.
The plot twists and turns
steadily through the gruelling,
painful adventures of Orien,
Lord of the Kingdom,
accompanied by the impetuous
Birle, innkeeper's daughter
who, by fate, met him trying
to steal a boat and stuck with
him come what may. Seldom
does fortune seem to be
dealing them a good hand or
working for their happiness,
but ultimately they make the
discovery that they themselves
are the wheel and their's is the
power to control its turnings.
Impeccably written and well
worth the effort for tenacious
readers. DB

Reviewers in this issue:
David Bennett, Jill Bennett,
Pam Harwood, George Hunt,
Adrian Jackson,
Linda Newbery, Val Randall,
Judith Sharman, Moira Small
and Liz Waterland,
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Authorgraph No. 75

(D . '
Driving into the Hampshire village where
Chris Fowling lives is rather like entering the kind of
idealised English hamlet an American producer might
summon up for a TV mini-series. The daffodils on the
green are planted in rows; the lawns are neatly-
manicured. There's one dash of bohemianism; the
large, bright yellow van, 'Booktalk' emblazoned on
its side, standing outside The Old Chapel - home to
Chris, his wife, Jan, and their two daughters.
Deftly converted by previous owners,
the Chapel allows you to wind up and
down, in and out of rooms and half
rooms, often losing a sense of which
level you're on. Despite the cheery
warmth, there's still a lingering feel of
the house's previous life: one room is
laughingly dubbed 'the old Sunday
School'. There are working spaces, like
mini-caverns. One where Jan does her
work (helping maintain the day-to-day
running of Books for Keeps) and
holding book events locally (hence the
yellow van). In another, Chris's orderly
writing space. And in every crevice,
along with photos and lovingly-
preserved children's paintings, books,
books, books.

Indeed, books impinge upon every
aspect of Chris's life. He is a lecturer in
English (at nearby King Alfred's
College), a broadcaster, reviewer, and
of course, editor of this journal.
(In 1989, he took over from Pat Triggs,
who'd established a lively, innovative
magazine. 'I thought I'd run out of
ideas in no time!')

Chris Fowling is also one of our most
prolific writers for children. Since his
first book, Daredevils or Scaredycats,
in 1979, there have been 18 novels (one
shortlisted for the Smarties Prize), a
bunch of biographies and a couple of
anthologies. There's a thriller, Where
the Quaggy Bends, published this
month. The books have been valued by
teachers, librarians and, even more
heartening for him, by children. There
are strong plots; an acute sense of place
and a humility towards children. All
these features spring from Chris's own
story.

Born in 1943, in Bromley, Kent, 'in the
working-class end of a middle-class
suburban town', he was one of twin
boys. Strong family links with
Blackheath and Greenwich gave him a
lifelong identity with that patch of
South London 'on the river, where the

meantime comes from'. Being taken by
his Dad to see Nelson's breeches,
'bloodstained, to boot', he learned
early on that the past is always visible in
the present for city children. Urban
landscapes feature strongly in most of
his stories and provide the 'felt life' of
much of his fiction: 'The part where I
lived was a city, but at the same time
there were all sorts of places kids could
go where they can't go now. We'd
wander down alleyways, across streets
and bridges . . . we'd do all sorts of
mooching, not being sure what we were
doing. Going to the park, exploring,
finding a derelict house, going to the
Quaggy

The Quaggy looms large in his books:

'no more than a gap in the city's
cityness - a musty, weed-choked
river winding its way through drab
back streets like a wild streak
people had forgotten to tame.'

(Where the Quaggy Bends)

The young Chris and his mates were
'pioneers'. Such wastelands, out of
sight of the grown-ups, were important
to the kids in that they were, the adult
Chris realises, 'forbidden . . . they had
this wonderful quality of might-have-
been. Because they hadn't been turned
into anything, they could be
everything.' Most of his stories have
precise geographical locations: 'In Mog
and the Rectifier, I know exactly where
The Two Tigers are - the pubs facing
each other at Lee. I know exactly
where the bridge is Mog crawls across
at the beginning of the book. The
'Sark' is, of course, The Cutty Sark.
The Phantom Carwash and The Conker
as Hard as a Diamond are set in places
I actually knew as a child.'

He now realises that part of him was
always 'observing, savouring what was
going on'.

As a post-1944 Education Act baby, he
was taken up on 'the escalator of
opportunity' through primary to
grammar school ('streamed to the
teeth'). As for many boys, this involved
an alienation from his mates and the
days 'mooching' in the Quaggy. The
fact that 80% of kids did not get the
chances he did fixed him with an
undimmed commitment to
comprehensive education. Later on, he
was to be involved as a young teacher
in exciting initiatives such as mixed-
ability teaching.

Progress through the system to
university at Oxford wasn't without
pitfalls. There was a family secret
revealed (and echoed poignantly in one
of his stories, Dracula in Sunlight).
There were dramatic changes in
circumstances and when his parents
separated for a time Chris had to
maintain himself through A-levels
whilst teaching in a prep school. He
was tutored in Latin by eccentric Goofy
Owen, who gladly sacrificed his
Saturdays. That's left Chris with a
passionate appreciation of good
teachers!

Oxford ('learning to be a gentleman's
gentleman') was followed by a PGCE,
secondary-orientated. Yet he started
teaching in a Peckham primary:
T loved it, and I was telling children
stories all the time.' He tried his hand
at writing, even sending one story into
a publisher (receiving a polite,
encouraging letter from Pam Royds, a*t
Andre Deutsch). But the writing had to
wait. 'I got sidetracked by teaching!'

The 'sidetracking' was busy and
successful. From 1966 to 1985 he was a
primary class teacher, secondary
English teacher (at Crown Woods, with
the influential Michael Marland) and
deputy headteacher, followed by ten
years' primary headship in Waltham
Forest - 'the most difficult job I've ever
done*. He began broadcasting, in Now
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Read On, and later as a regular on
BBC 4's Kaleidoscope. All that was
'a lifeline, keeping alive my interest in
the arts'.

During the latter years as Head, before
he joined 'King Alf s' in 1985, the
writing took flight. 'I was always
complaining that there were no books
for my kind of kids. Someone said to
me, why don't you write one, so I did.'

Daredevils or Scaredycats was, he says,
'a book of the fifties, deeply
autobiographical', yet the nine short
stories were praised by reviewers for
catching contemporary-sounding
children's voices. Nearly thirty years
on, the childhood adventures in the
Quaggy found their way into these
tales. Challenging ideas were folded up
in accessible (and very funny) plots.
Getting the book published by the first
publisher he sent it to was the sort of
serendipity that's characterised all of
his major turning-points ('Abelard-
Schuman was at the top of the
alphabetical list!').

Since then his books have reflected a
willingness to try out fresh ideas;
'My agent complains I seem reluctant
ever to do the same thing twice.' He
invests well-trodden themes, (like gang
loyalty versus personal aspiration, in
Mog and the Rectifier) with vigour.
There's a gift for exploring the
hinterland between the ordinary and
the fantastic in children's lives.

One story in particular has origins very
dear to him. His daughter, then aged
four, had enormous affection for their
old tattered family Mini. 'She was
terrified when we took the car to the
carwash and asked as we were about to
leave, "Dad, will the car we drive out
of the wash be the same car that we
drove in?" Good question, I thought.
Instantly, with December almost upon
us, I realised what was happening: a
pantomime transformation, no less . . .'
bringing the first glimmer of The
Phantom Carwash.

Hoppity-Gap draws upon a seemingly
universal childhood experience: 'When
I talk to children (or teachers) about
this story, I'm surprised at what a
common phenomenon an imaginary
friend is.'

Concern with the craft of writing for
children is central to him: 'I'm very
conscious of being a storyteller. I read
my stuff to myself. If it's not speakable,
I put a line through it. It's hugely
important for children to be able to
hear "a voice in the head" telling the
story.'

Plot, and the pace of narrative, are also
of great importance: 'I'm concerned
with the ways my stories unfold. I have
to get the plots right. I want readers to
say at the end of a story, "of course, it
must have been . . . the clues were
there all the time." I hate it when
writers cheat on their plots.'

He dislikes 'fancy', or overblown
language, preferring the rhythm and
simplicity of the surprisingly eclectic
stable of writers he admires: Austen,
Simenon, Chandler and, with certain
polite reservations, Dahl. He admires
the unsung children's books which
don't win the big prizes, but which do
'create readers - Dick King-Smith's
The Hodgeheg is a flawless example.'

What new directions for him as a
writer? 'I want to continue to write as
accessibly as I possibly can. We're
involved in creating tomorrow's
readers. Reading is, after all, the only
artistic enterprise for which everybody
is fully equipped. As a writer, I want
the kids to turn over pages, and to
develop a feel for language.' He's
particularly fascinated by the interplay
between words and pictures, and this
may lead to further explorations with
picture book texts. (His 'Harry' stories,
with Scoular Anderson, are imaginative
foretastes.)

How does he view the current children's
book scene? 'I'm tremendously
optimistic. In the last ten years we've
had multi-channel telly, home
computers, videos, leisure centres, yet
children are still reading. Here, we owe
an enormous debt to teachers. The
range of books for children is greater
than it was ten years ago. Picture books
are better than they've ever been.
I don't think it's any good, as is
fashionable, seeing "the glory that was
and the waste that is". Commitment
and talent are there. We could be in for
some real advances in children's
writing. The most significant writing for
children always takes risks!'

And the future? 'Well, one of these
days, I'll return to London. I've
enjoyed living in the country
enormously but it still feels like opulent
exile to me. Wherever I am, though,
I'd still like to see the importance of
children's books to be celebrated more
often than it is. I'd love BfK, for
example, to be a 32-page monthly
publication. Looking at lots of books,
I'm constantly surprised by what's
happening. I expect to go on being
surprised. There's life in the old page
yet!'

Despite his cheery, gentle and modest
appearance, to talk with Chris Fowling
is to engage with a passionate concern
for writing for children, children as
readers, and for the contemporary
cultural scene of which children's books
are (for him) a vital part.

Somehow the village appeared less
sleepy and complacent as I drove away.l

Chris Fowling was interviewed by
Colin Mills.
Photographs by Lucy Rogers.

Some of Chris Powling's books:
The Conker as Hard as a Diamond, Viking, 0 670 81404 0, R£5.50; Puffin, 0 14 031717 1,
£2.50 pbk
The Phantom Carwash, Heinemann, 0 434 93034 2, £2.95

Daredevils or Scaredycats, Lions, 0 00 671897 3, £3.50 pbk
Dracula in Sunlight, Blackie, 0 216 92876 1, £6.95; Lions, 0 00 674297 1, £2.99 pbk (see also
Audio review on page 21)

Mog and the Rectifier, Knight, 0 340 28046 8, £1.99 pbk
Hoppity-Gap, Hamish Hamilton, 0 24112236 8, £4.99; Lions, 0 00 673221 6, £2.99 pbk

Hiccup Harry, A & C Black, 0 7136 2981 9, £4.95; Young Lions, 0 00 673009 4, £2.25 pbk
Harry's Party, A & C Black, 0 7136 3110 4, £4.95; Young Lions, 0 00 673347 6, £2.25 pbk

Harry With Spots On, A & C Black, 0 7136 3224 0, £4.95; Young Lions, 0 00 673884 2,
£2.25 pbk
His latest book, Where the Quaggy Bends (0 00 185417 8, £7.99; 0 00 674087 1, £3.50 pbk)
is published by HarperCollins this month and is featured on our front cover.
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REVIEWS - Non Fiction
Baby
Dorling Kindersley (What's Inside?
series), 086318 821 4, £3.99
INFANT/JUNIOR
The trouble with 'lift the flap' books is that
the flaps wear out. Ever ingenious, Dorling
Kindersley have got round that by giving us
pictures of lifted flaps instead of flaps to lift.
This works very well and we see what we're
meant to see at the proper time.
It's usual for 'where do babies come from'
books to start with 'lesser' animals and leave
humans till last; whether out of coyness or
out of respect for 'evolution's masterpiece'
isn't clear, but that's the general pattern.
This one does it the other way round, so that
on page three a happily pregnant woman's
outer layer is peeled back to reveal womb
and foetus within, followed by an equally
happy dog, pony, and porcupine to show
anatomical differences. Usefully the
wallaby's pouch gets a page before we finish
with bird and reptile eggs and proud father
sea-horse.
As with the publisher's earlier Toy, this is a
particularly apt subject for the 'What's
Inside?' treatment, for the question engages
us all, thus raising the answers above those
provided by the rest of the series. The text is
slight and has its facile moments but its main
purpose is to act as a prop to the adults with
whom children look at this book, for this is
definitely sharing material for infants and
young juniors. It should work well, too, with
less able older children. TP

Feeding the World
Janine Amos, Franklin Watts,
0 7496 0713 0, £6.99
INFANT/JUNIOR
The book starts with a simple look at some
of the causes of hunger in the world, from
the controllable (cash cropping, war and
overcultivation) to the unforeseen (natural
disaster and disease). We then move on to
discover how food aid, sharing skills and
working together are producing new hope
for hungry people as better education leads
to improved self-help.
The brief is a complicated one to explain to
young children and the author's simplicity of
style is all the more commendable for that,
as is her avoidance of patronising 'Western'
superiority beloved of previous generations
of writers. Some of the best development
education is provided by the aid agencies
themselves and a slightly longer list of these
than OXFAM and UNICEF would have
helped a lot. TP

Dirty Great Monsters:
our planet in trouble
Christina and Alex Martinez,
Puffin, 0 14 034713 5, £2.50 pbk
JUNIOR/MIDDLE/SECONDARY
'Things are no longer made because people
really need them. They are made to make
money.' Thus the authors summarise the
guiding principle behind the waste-making
consumer society. Okay, so who needs this
book - another of the rapidly growing pile of
'green' literature whose production must
itself contribute measurably to global
warming? The answer is as simple as the
Martinez' text -just about everyone.
There is little information here that cannot
be got from existing sources, but what
makes this modest paperback so good is the
absolute directness of its frill-free expression
of what the whole global fouling thing is all
about. Having started with a caution that the
situation is not simple ('No one problem can
be fully understood by reading about it on its
own. All the problems are linked. You will

only see how they link up if you start at the
beginning of the book and read on') the
authors take each major piece of the puzzle
and examine its many faces with inspired
clarity. They begin by considering the
overpopulation which underpins every other
difficulty and go on to sewage, deforestation,
acid rain and other familiar headings. Each
chapter builds upon an understanding of its
predecessors, so the text reads like a novel.
And, like a good novel, in its beginning is its
end. Chapter I shows us that 'sharing is the
answer' and the book finishes by telling us
how to share our resources and our
information to counter the Dirty Great
(industrial cash-fuelled) Monsters. Readers
will come out fighting. TP

The Rise of Islam
Peter Chrisp, Wayland (Themes in
History series), 0 7502 0285 8, £8.50
MIDDLE/SECONDARY
Any concise introduction to an historical
topic runs the risk of becoming either a mere
inventory of names, dates and events or so
pared down that the result is a disjointed mix
of the relevant facts. Avoiding both pitfalls,
Peter Chrisp has succeeded in compressing a
thousand years of history - from the
founding of the first Muslim community at
Medina in 622 AD to the vast Ottoman
Empire of the sixteenth century - into a
narrative which is informative, interesting
and comprehensible.
In lively, incisive prose ('In the century after
Muhammad's death, the Arab armies burst
out of the desert and conquered an empire
stretching from India to Spain') he charts the
rise and development of Islam through
conquest, trade and missionary activity into
one of the most influential religions in the
world.

'According to one tradition, Muhammad forbade
art showing people or animals. As a result Muslim
artists concentrated on rich patterns and
decorative writing.' From The Rise of Islam.

Information about Muslim beliefs and
Islamic culture is skilfully interwoven into
the historical tapestry, whilst the final
chapter focuses on achievements in science,
mathematics, medicine and technology.
Original source material in 'evidence boxes'
further enhances the text as do the useful
maps and well-captioned illustrations. VH

A Mayan Town Through History
Xavier Hernandez, ill. Jordi
Ballonga and Josep Escofet,
Wayland (Towns Through History
series), 0 7502 0619 5, £11.95
MIDDLE/SECONDARY
The third title in this fascinating series
depicts the story of an imaginary riverside
settlement in the Yucatan peninsula from its
origins in the 10th century BC onwards
through various stages of development as a
Mayan ceremonial centre, Spanish colonial
city, Republican district capital and modern
twentieth-century metropolis.
Fourteen superb double-page spreads of
amazingly detailed and accurate line-
drawings provide an immediate visual
comparison of the changing panorama,
whilst intervening pages supply a linking
historical commentary together with further
artwork portraying aspects of social,
religious and economic life in 'close-up'.
The book provides a valuable insight into
the internal and external factors that can
dramatically affect a society's ability to
adapt and survive. Echoes of the collapse of
the Mayan population due to population
growth, impoverished land and conflict
between pressure groups reverberate in the
final chapter entitled 'Unchecked Expansion
and an Uncertain Future'. The irony that
history may be about to repeat itself is
shown, albeit unintentionally, in the
accompanying illustration where the ruined
temples that have survived are now tourist
attractions in the archaeology park. VH

Buried in Ice
Owen Beattie and John Geiger,
Hodder and Stoughton (Time
Quest series), 0 340 56279 X, £6.99
MIDDLE/SECONDARY
The fate of John Franklin's 1845 expedition
in search for the Northwest Passage was one
of the great Victorian mysteries. Over the
years the story was slowly pieced together; it
transpired that his two ships had become
trapped in the ice, forcing the crews to trek
south overland. One question remained
unanswered, however. Why, when there
was enough food to last three years, had not
one of the 129 men survived?
Astonishingly 140 years elapsed before
Canadian anthropologist Owen Beattie
solved the mystery. The chilling story, in
every sense, is gradually unfolded in the
usual 'Time Quest' narrative mix of fact and
fiction, illustrated with a carefully integrated
blend of contemporary paintings and
engravings, artists' impressions and colour
photographs.
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,4 family of moons
Like nil i lu-giant plant-is..I 'M

A family of moons, from The Space Atlas.
/•'/lamentj Carpel \ style

old cricket binoculars may soon be turning
heavenward. TP

Beattie located the known graves of three
sailors. (The photographs of their almost
perfectly preserved corpses have a tragic
fascination.) He also took samples from a
nearby food dump. After many months'
research the bitter truth emerged. The food
which should have ensured the expedition's
survival had contributed to the men's
deaths. The cans had been sealed on the
inside with a solder containing lead, and it
had slowly poisoned them. Their resultant
poor health and impaired judgement
doomed them all. VH

The Space Atlas
Heather Couper and Nigel Hen-
best,
ill. Luciano Corbella, Dorling
Kindersley, 0 86318 829 X, £10.99
MIDDLE/SECONDARY/ADULT
When I was little the skies were clear, any
cloudless night would disclose the Milky
Way, and Orion and The Plough were good
friends. Nowadays the heavens are full of
sodium-lit haze, the only significant Orion is
the one my next door neighbour drives and
the only Plough the one I drink at, the stars
thrill me not at all and books about them
even less. What a treat, then, to discover the
means of possibly reigniting the once
incandescent flame of astronomic interest -
a flame which I observe burning as brightly
as ever within many young people.
Most astronomy books start in the middle -
with the sun, work outwards through the
planets and end up with 'Man in Space', but
this one starts off on the launching pad and
gets us into orbit straight away. Only after a
good look at the moon and its satellitic
nature do we, in a series of brilliantly
attractive double-spreads, begin to examine
the succession of solar planets, and only
then (page 42 out of 64) do we get a look at
our local star, the sun.
Astronomy is full of seeming paradoxes that
I have always found difficult - for instance,
Venus has a longer day than it has a year and
the poles of the sun spin faster than its
middle. The authors are both skilled
presenters (often in each other's company)
of their subject and their relaxed approach
to it dispels such forbidding mysteries and
makes light years, black holes, red dwarfs
and yellow subgiants easy to understand.
Luciano Corbella has given us needle-sharp
illustrations which the design team has
balanced excellently with the text so that the
net result is a lucidly and logically exciting
book about our place in space - the next best
thing to a clear sky and your own
observatory. This is a great book for the
enthusiast, of which its presence in libraries
may help generate more, and who knows my

Climbing
Steve Ashton, Wayland (All
Action series), 0 7502 0185 1, £7.95
SECONDARY
It would be fair to say that sport books
generally fall into two categories - the
technical/tactical type guides and those
which aim to show the excitement of
participation. This book is very much in the
latter category and effective it is, too (even
for a reader who suffers from mild vertigo).

2. FEHTIU/.VriOiS HAS TAKEN
PLACE: PETALS FALL OFF

All aspects of climbing, from scrambling and
bouldering to Alpine mountaineering, are
covered - enlivened by the author's
recollections of memorable ascents. The
style is very much author speaking
(including one or two quirky comments) and
many of the photographs are authentic
souvenirs of his climbs.
Safety issues are not neglected; the text
doesn't pretend climbers don't get hurt -
'the trick is to limit the damage to cuts and
grazes, rather than cracked bones and torn
limbs'. But above all it demonstrates the
exhilaration of the sport, both for the
women and men who are the world's best
and also for the beginner. GB

The Visual Dictionary of Plants
Dorling Kindersley, (Visual
Dictionary series), 0 86318 833 8,
£8.99
SECONDARY/ADULT
One of the simplest of pleasures is that of
being able to identify plants in the wild as

well as in the garden. To do this properly
you need a flora which tells you the
difference between one plant and another in
great detail. It is interpreting this detail
which produces the difficulties - how do you
tell a petiole from a pedicel from a peduncle,
or a cordate from a cuneate leaf-base, or a
perianth from a pericarp? Most flower
books use these terms but don't explain
them very well, so the earnest enquirer ends
up just flipping pictures.
This new 'visual dictionary' can change all
that. It is a lucid presentation of 'botanical
terms explained' for which the publisher's
oft-critised backgroundless presentation
works brilliantly in conjunction with a
painstakingly detailed index. A style without
stigma, you might say, and highly
recommended for anyone who likes looking
at plants - particularly at secondary school.

TP

Geoff Brown is a Divisional Coordinator
with Hertfordshire Schools Library Service.
Veronica Holliday is North Regional Schools
Librarian for Hampshire.
Ted Percy, until he retired recently, was a
Divisional Children's Librarian with
Buckinghamshire County Library.
Non-fiction Reviews Editor: Eleanor von
Schweinitz.
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RED FOX

PIG 009989710 5 £2.99
1988 Young Africa Award Winner
'For sheer readability, Paul Geraghty's
PIG takes a lot of beating, as does
its doughty 11-year-old hero'
THE GUARDIAN.

RED FOX ARE PROUD TO PRESENT A SELECTION
OF REMARKABLE READS BY OUTSTANDING
AUTHORS TACKLING THE RELEVANT ISSUES
FOR TODAY'S GENERATION.

YVONNE COPPARD
Bully 0 09 983860 5 £2.99
Shortlisted for the 1991 Children's
Book of the Year Award.
Kerry is the new girl at school. Alone
and friendless, she's the prime target
for a vicious gang.
'A vigorously realistic story'
THE GUARDIAN.

The Bus People 0099874202 £2.99
By Guardian Fiction Award winner 1992.
'The telling is so vivid and unsentimental that the
reader will weep for all the damaged children in the
world, and resolve "to accept people as they are, rather
than for what they can do". A remarkable book'
THE GUARDIAN

The Witch's Brat 0099750805 £2.99
'Unquestionably one of today's major writers for the
young' TIMES EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT.
It is the reign of Henry I in England, and the monks
protect Lovel from the people who think that,
because of his crooked back and healing skills,
he must be a witch.
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Audio Tapes Rachel Redford reviews a selection of
recent tapes.

Reviews are listed in roughly
ascending order of listening age.
Prices include VAT unless
otherwise stated.

Off to School
(six stories, 40 mins)
Our New Baby
(six stories, 35 mins)
Get Well Soon
(four stories, 30 mins)
Various authors and
readers, Cover to Cover,
£2.50 each
These titles are brilliant value
for money with carefully
chosen, top quality readers
and stories which will help
very young children through
what can be traumatic times.
The stories are some vintage
ones like My Naughty Little
Sister and Teddy Robinson,
but are mostly more recent
like Bel Mooney's But You
Promised It Wouldn't Hurt
from 1990, where an injection
does hurt, or Martin Waddell's
Rosie's Babies, where Rosie's
make-believe babies help her
to accept the new baby. Nigel
Anthony, Stephen Thorne and
Maggie McCarthy are the
three main distinguished and
sympathetic storytellers. All
publishing details are helpfully
given on the inlay cards.

Mr Gumpy's Outing
and Other Stories
Oi! Get Off Our Train
and Other Stories
John Burningham, read
by Stephen Thorne,
Random Century
Tellastory, one cassette
each, 34 mins and
37 mins, £3.99 each
Each cassette has nine funny,
rhythmical stories on it and,
with original illustrations from
the books on the inlay cards,
are most attractive. As with.all
Tellastory's well-produced
cassettes, music is effectively
used; here there are a few
moments of percussion
ensemble between each story.
Stephen Thorne is, of course,
an excellent storyteller with
characterful voices, from the
pleading and quarrelling
animals on Mr Gumpy's
outing to the angry teacher as
John Patrick Norman
McHenessy tells of his terrible
escapades with tigers and tidal
waves on his way to school.

Mrs Pig Get Cross
Mary Rayner, read by
Geraldine McEwan,
Collins Audio, one
cassette with paperback,
28 mins, £4.99
This is a lovely package: an
irresistible paperback and four
stories read impeccably. Mrs
Pig gets cross because the
piglets never clear up after
themselves, but later that
night the foxy-faced burglar is
foiled by tripping over the
piglets' scattered toys. In
another story, Mrs Pig finds

herself with all ten piglets in
bed with her because they've
crept in one by one during the
night whilst Mr Pig slept on.
Geraldine McEwan tells the
stories of domestic piglet
naughtiness with an excellent
balance of dramatisation and
reassurance.

Listen to This
Compiled by Laura
Cecil, read by Prunella
Scales, Random Century
Tellastory, one cassette,
55 mins, £3.99
Eight varied and entertaining
stories, read beautifully by
Prunella Scales giving
tremendous character to such
as Kipling's rhinoceros, who
leaves his skin on the bank
while he swims, or Philippa
Pearce's Little Girl who has to
take the Lion she meets to
school with her. There's a
Polish folk tale and James
Reeve's Giraffes seeking
somewhere tall to live - all are
read with perfect pace. At
around 7 minutes a tale,
they're perfect for any
storytime. Prunella Scales is
particularly good at being
gentle and peaceful, yet full of
zip.

Julian Secret Agent
Ann Cameron, read by
Leonie Forbes, Story
Teller (available from
Culture Waves,
PO Box 1301, London
N16 5YS), one cassette,
1 hr, £4.99
This - a new release in Culture
Waves 'Jewels in the
Caribbean' series - is another
of the very popular 'Julian'
stories. Here, Julian, Huey
and Gloria are tracking down
criminals, seeking them out
where they think they'll be
hiding - like in the hospital
having face-changing plastic
surgery! They have no luck
until they meet a food-loving
Wizard . . . Leonie Forbes'
reading creates great
atmosphere - her dialogue is
alive with the Caribbean
intonation. The cassette is
unabridged and a great
incentive for read-along
independent reading. The
book is published as a Yearling
paperback.

Dracula in Sunlight
Chris Fowling, read by
Floella Benjamin,
Chivers, two cassettes,
2hrs,£9.95 + VAT
Kath, her twin brother Pip and
their annoying little sister are
of mixed race. This causes
them some problems, but not
nearly as many as Kath's
constant storytelling which
becomes uncannily entangled
with reality, or little Nicky's
escapades as when she hides
far too successfully in a game
of Geronimo. Floella
Benjamin is an appropriately
vivacious narrator: the
authentic dialogue comes over
as real children and there's an
interesting interleaving of
Kath's stories with the real
story of the mystery
surrounding her own birth
which is resolved sensitively.
Both story and unabridged
narration are energetic.

Wild Robert
Diana Wynne Jones,
read by Jane Asher,
Chivers, two cassettes,
1 hr35 mins,
£11.95 +VAT
Heather lives in Castlemaine,
Wild Robert's ancestral home,
where her parents give guided
tours. When lonely Heather
wanders round the Mound,
reputedly Wild Robert's
grave, the mischievous, young
Restoration ghost-man first
appears to her. From then on
life isn't the same, with
ancestors climbing out of
picture frames to pursue
family feuds and visitors being
turned into sheep. Jane Asher
is an accomplished reader. She
makes all the characters lively
and sympathetic, and the story
gives some unexpected twists
and turns to a rather well-worn
theme.

The Travels of Ulysses
(Tales of Ancient
Greece)

CLASSICS

ANCIENT GREECE
THET"

Andrew Lang, read by
Anthony Hyde,
Random Century
Tellastory, each title one
cassette, 62 mins each,
£3.99 each
Children often miss out on the
Greek myths, which is a pity:
they are great, timeless stories.
In these abridgements which
retain the best of Andrew
Lang's storytelling skills, and
with Anthony Hyde's
professional narration, the
tales are easily accessible to a
very wide age-range.
Polyphemus' eye put out with
a sizzling brand, Ulysses
bound to his mast to resist the
haunting Sirens' song (here
electronically and effectively
represented), Jason's mission
to retrieve the Golden Fleece
- they're all meat enough for
our video-age children.

My Friend Walter
Michael Morpurgo, read
by Barbara Ewing,
Chivers, three cassettes,
3 hrs 50 mins,
£14.95 +VAT
Cousin Walter is the ghost of
Sir Walter Raleigh who
follows Bess Throckmorton
back home to the farm near
where Sir Walter once lived,
and where her father now
finds it increasingly hard to
scrape a living. It's hard for
Bess to hide her friend Walter
when he does strange things
like miraculously curing her
grandmother or making the
horse disappear for a week.
When the farm has to be sold
and Walter himself has
disappeared, Bess nearly loses
hope - but Walter has been
plotting all along and there's a
happy ending. The Dorset lilt
of the narrative gives a gentle
feel to this unusually-slanted,
incident-packed story.

Goggle-Eyes
Anne Fine, read by
Jane Asher, Chivers,
three cassettes,
3 hrs 35 mins,
£14.95 +VAT
Kitty consoles her distraught
classmate with her own
experience of Goggle-Eyes,
who to Kitty is the boring,
intruding, opinionated man
who makes her clear up the
'compost' of her bedroom and
who makes her mother behave
so embarrassingly, and
bewilderingly, unlike her
normal self. Kitty's developing
relationship with Goggle-Eyes
is presented with perception,
sensitivity and insightful
details, as well as humour and
no sense of intrusive moral.
Jane Asher's reading, with
fine Edinburgh intonation,
accentuates the sense of place.
It's an excellent performance
and an honest, helpful
treatment of an ultimately
resolved family situation.
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As attitudes towards disability and the disabled show signs of changing,
Lois Keith looks afresh at three classic children's stories.

Take Up Thy Bed and Walk
(or How To Be a Good Girl)

When I was growing up in the 1950s I was always reading. I don't
remember owning a lot of books and those I had were mostly given
to me by my aunties for birthday presents. I read these books again
and again, and when recently I came to share them with my own
daughters, I was able to dig out my own slightly musty, much-
loved copies. I didn't own a copy of The Secret Garden but I
remember being captivated by the black and white television
series.

These novels were the 'Domestic Dramas' of the Victorian age.
They were written for girls and more often than not contained the
message that lively mischievous girls must grow into sweet, sub-
missive women (boys had adventure stories about desert islands
and war).

I don't think I ever noticed that disability is central to many of
these stories, but this isn't really surprising since neither do the
hundreds of literary critics and commentators who have written
about them. My memory of these books was different. From What
Katy Did I learned that swings are dangerous, that little girls
should do as they are told and that poor Cousin Helen was good,
beautiful and wore gorgeous nighties. My enduring memory of
Heidi was of her going up the mountain shedding layers of clothes
one by one and of her hayloft bedroom with a round window
which looked up to the sky. My fascination with The Secret
Garden was the idea of a private, walled place which only you
knew about. I certainly didn't remember that these three books all
have a poor, unfortunate cripple who by the end of the story is
frolicking about as happily as one of Heidi's goats.

But when last year, I started reading them again, I began to look
at them differently. So did my daughters. They loved the stories as
much as I had done and for much the same reasons, but they
brought a new knowledge too. Their mother uses a wheelchair.
None of us see me as a poor invalid who has to be taken care of,
but we are also aware that I am not going to get up and walk again
like the characters in these books.

'Just look at me
-you! Just
look at me!'
From The Secret
Garden (Michael
Joseph).

In What Katy Did by Susan Coolidge, tall, awkward Katy is a
rather unconventional girl who wants to be good but is always
getting into trouble. She has no mother and her father, Dr Carr, is
a kind man but hardly ever at home. She is full of energy and
'there were always so many delightful schemes rioting in her
brains, that all she wished for was ten extra pairs of hands to carry
them out!' Katy is no Victorian namby-pamby, her ambitions are
to 'head a crusade and ride on a white horse with armour and a
helmet on my head'.

Lois Keith and her daughters, Rachel and Miriam.

Then one day, in a cross mood, Katy defies her aunt Lizzie and
goes on a swing which needs fixing. She falls off and damages her
spinal cord. We know from the beginning that the injury to her
spine is one she will 'out grow, by and by' and that some day she
will walk again but her father tells her that this may take a good
while. In the meantime, Katy has many lessons to learn. She sinks
into a fit of dark despair and is saved only with the help of saintly
Cousin Helen. Helen will never walk again and has already
learned the lessons she is about to teach Katy. She tells her 'God is
going to let you into his school - where he teaches all sorts of
beautiful things to people . . . " His school is 'The school of Pain
and the place where the lessons are to be learned is this room of
yours.' The lessons are those of Patience, Cheerfulness, Making
the Best of Things, Hopefulness and Neatness.

Katy remains in her bed for some time. She has her bad days and
sometimes becomes discouraged but her 'long year of school had
taught her self-control and as a general thing her discomforts were
born patiently'. After two years she begins to use a wheelchair and
has grown 'accustomed to her invalid life,and cheerful in it'. She
has been transformed from a boisterous and lively girl to a mature,
womanly housekeeper supervising the house from her room
upstairs and managing the children. Her younger brothers and
sisters adore her. Clover says, 'Sometimes I think I shall be really
sorry if she ever gets well. She is such a dear old darling to us all
sitting there in her chair, that it wouldn't seem so nice to have her
anywhere else.'

The parallels between what disabled people are supposed to learn
and what women are supposed to learn is clear. Katy begins to
walk again only when she has lost the 'dictatorial elder sister in
her manner' and has 'none of her old imperious tone'. Cousin
Helen's final words to Katy are 'You have won the place which
you recollect I once told you an invalid should try to gain, of being
to everybody "The Heart of the House".'

Heidi by Joanna Spyri tells the story of another motherless girl
who, at the start of the book, is going to live with her irascible,
old grandfather in a remote mountain hut. Heidi is a loving child
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and is idyllically happy with her new found friend Peter, the goats
and the beauty of the Alps. But before too long, her money-
hungry aunt takes her off to Frankfurt to be a companion to
invalid, motherless Clara who is confined to bed and her velvet-
covered wheelchair. Heidi is desperately homesick and becomes
so ill and unhappy that she does not eat and sleepwalks like a
ghost. It is only then that she is allowed to return to Dorfli.

Clara is left behind but the two girls keep in touch and eventually
she is allowed to visit, carried up the mountain in a sedan chair.
Her doctor has permitted her to go because of 'the mountains and
the flowers and of the great silence up there far above the towns
and villages and of the fresh delicious air'. He adds, 'no-one can
help getting well up there'. So the reader becomes aware that it is
here Clara is going to walk again.

From Heinemann's Heidi.

It happens when Peter, overcome with jealousy at Heidi's attach-
ment to Clara, throws her wheelchair down the mountain where
it smashes into hundreds of pieces. He sees the chair as his enemy
and thinks that now she will have to go away. But instead Clara,
sitting alone with a little goat, suddenly feels 'a great desire to be
her own mistress and to be able to help others, instead of herself
being always dependent'. With Heidi's and Peter's help she stands
and ventures one firm step on the ground and then another until
she can exclaim 'I can do it, Heidi! Look! Look! I can make
proper steps!' She can think of no greater joy than 'to be strong
and go about like other people and no longer have to lie from day
to day in her invalid chair'. Grandfather's words on seeing her
standing are 'So we've made the effort have we and won the day!'

The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett is a more sombre
book in many ways. Partly this is because it was published 50 years
after the other two books, in 1911. Mary Lennox is an orphan,
unloved and unlovable. 'She has a little thin face and a little thin
body, thin light hair and a sour expression.' She has arrived
from India to stay in a virtually unused mansion in Yorkshire,
Misselthwaite Manor, where she discovers the key to the Secret
Garden, unused for ten years since the tragic death of the wife of
the land-owner. Through this discovery she starts to make friends
with Dickon, a local boy who has a gift with plants and animals.
She begins to take pleasure in the earth and making things grow
and starts to look pretty and happy for the first time. One night
she hears crying from far off along the corridor and although she is
told by the servants that it is the wind, she doesn't believe them.
In this way she meets the other central character, Colin Craven
son of the owner, who has been confined to his room more or less
since birth.

Colin is impossible. He hates himself and everyone around him.
His father hardly ever sees him and the servants must do whatever

he tells them. He is certainly an invalid, but we soon learn that
his fear and illness are self-created. He is terrified that he is going
to be a 'hunchback' and is sure that he is going to die young. He
believes that if one day he should feel a lump, he will go crazy and
scream himself to death. Mary is more than a match for his hys-
terics and temper, and eventually he too is captivated by Dickon
and the idea of the Secret Garden. It is here he realises he wants
to live. Unexpectedly, they meet up with the crusty, old gardener,
Ben Weatherstaff, who exclaims '"Lord knows how tha' come
here — But tha'rt th' poor cripple". "I'm not a cripple" he cried out
furiously, "I'm not.'" When Ben asks him whether he has crooked
legs or a crooked back, it is too much for Colin. There is a brief,
fierce scramble and then 'Colin was standing upright — as straight
as an arrow and strangely tall. He walked to the tree and though
Dickon held his arm, he was wonderfully steady. "Look at me!" he
commanded. "Look at me all over! Am I a hunchback? Have I got
crooked legs."' As happens to Clara at the end of Heidi, Colin's
father returns and is overwhelmed with delight at the sight of his
son, now completely cured.

Like all good children's books of the time, there is a happy ending.
But what messages about disability did I (and thousands of other
girls over many generations) gain from these books? We learned
(1) Disabled people have to learn the same qualities of submissive
behaviour that women have to learn: patience, cheerfulness and
making the best of things; (2) That disability can be a punishment
for bad behaviour, for evil thoughts or for not being a good
enough person; (3) That disability is curable. If you want to
enough, if you love yourself enough, if you believe in God
enough, you will get up and walk.

This is pretty strong stuff. The modern young reader is probably
quite capable of reading these books, thoroughly enjoying them as
great stories, but screening out old-fashioned or inappropriate
messages. At least they will do if these values have been replaced
by new ones. So, many girls who see their mothers working and
being strong and who are taught to argue their case and stick up
for themselves will probably identify more with the Katy who
jumped over the school fence into the next-door playground to
save her hat than with the sweet, tactful one.

The problem is that Victorian ideas about disability are not dis-
similar to those of the 1990s. The message in these books, that
disability is synonymous with being an invalid but that if you
really want to cure yourself you will, is still part of popular think-
ing. The 'Take Up Thy Bed and Walk' fantasy still exists today.
Desmond Wilcox in his W.A.L.K. programmes a few years ago
asked the late P C Olds, who was supported by numerous metal
calipers and frames, 'Do you know where your wheelchair is? - I
bet that feels great.' And it is very common for total strangers to
come up to wheelchair users and ask them pityingly if they will
ever walk again. Most children today have about as much day-to-
date contact with disabled children as Heidi or Mary Lennox did
and have the same ideas about them.

My daughters and I have an on-going, bad-taste joke that one day
we will all go to the top of a mountain and one of them will throw
my wheelchair over the precipice and I'll leap up and start dancing
about. The truth is, of course, that even if they did that or if they
called me 'a poor half-witted thing without a straight bone in my
body' I would still be the same old me, cooking the supper, going
to work, hugging them, losing my temper, being disabled. I'll
probably be reading them What Katy Did Next and Heidi Grows
Up, too. •

Details of books mentioned in this article:
The Secret Garden, ill. Graham Rust, Michael Joseph, 0 7181 2664 5,
£13.99; ill. Shirley Hughes, Gollancz, 0 575 04168 4, £9.95; ill. Pamela
Kay, Heinemann, 0 434 92989 1, £12.95; Dent, 0 460 05101 6, £8.50;
Methuen, 0 416 02782 2, £10.95; Puffin, 0 14035004 7, £2.50 pbk;
Armada, 0 00 693033 6, £2.50 pbk
What Katy Did, Puffin, 0 14035011 X, £2.50 pbk; Armada,
0006928684, £2.50 pbk
Heidi, ill. Kate Aldous, Heinemann, 0 434 96423 9, £12.95; Beehive,
1 85155 028 3, £8.95; Benn, 0 510 00157 2, £5.95; Puffin, 0 14 035002 0,
£2.50 pbk
What Katy Did Next and Heidi's Children are available from both Puffin
and Armada.
Armada produce trilogies of all the Katy and Heidi stories.

Lois Keith has been an English teacher for nearly 20 years and is currently
working part-time at North Westminster Community School in London.
She is also a freelance writer on issues relating to English teaching and
disability, and among other things is at present editing an anthology of
writing by disabled women.
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Disabled readers have every right to see themselves represented in books.
It is sobering to think that 20 years ago there were twice as many male
characters as female in children's books and working mothers were all but
unknown. That battle is being won and the efforts to give black characters
their rightful place in literature is being vigorously pursued. What progress
has there been for disabled people?

Although there is a wider choice today than was availa-
ble to Lois Keith as a child, there are still problems. The
greatest gap seems to be for the youngest children.
There are few good picture story books though there is
non-fiction, often illustrated with photographs. Some
are very good but they do not offer a literary experience.
For the older reader, the number of books has increased,
they are more realistic and they recognise different
forms of disability. However, we are unlikely to be fully
satisfied with these books until disabled writers start to
come through in greater numbers.

There is still a tendency for a book with a disabled
character in it to be a 'problem' book and there is an
infuriating genre which might be termed a 'second
fiddle' book. In these, there is indeed a disabled charac-
ter but they exist only to promote the personal develop-
ment of the main, able-bodied character. Thus
Samantha becomes a better person through having
known someone in a wheelchair. Bully for Samantha
but what about the person in the wheelchair? In reject-
ing this type of book, however, one can still accept
books which have the education of the able-bodied as
their main purpose. Through the work of authors who
are themselves disabled or of others whose imaginative
work closes this gap, readers can be made aware and
sensitised to the world of the disabled, and through
that, there is at least a chance of the two worlds becom-
ing closer.

The following selection is of titles which, first of all,
work as books. The disabled are not served well by being
put into 'formula' books. They are all novels in the age-
range 9-16 years and are arranged roughly in chronologi-
cal order of age, starting with the youngest books. None
offers 'miracle cures', none associates disability with
evil, and all present the disabled characters as differing
personalities, individuals in their own right. It is a start.

The Bus People, Rachel Anderson, Oxford,
0 19 271602 6, £6.95; Red Fox, 0 09 987420 2,
£2.99 pbk

Each morning in his mini-bus Bertram picks up his
passengers. He wouldn't swap them for the world —
which is just as well as other drivers are less keen on this
particular run, with 'the specials'. There then follows six
separate stories, woven together. All the children have
a disability which affects them and those around them
in different ways. We experience their day with them,
enter a little into their feelings.

This is not a novel like the other books listed here, but
an attempt by the author, whose own son has a disabil-
ity, to make us understand something of this other
world. The accounts are realistic and the different
problems brought by different physical and mental
disabilities are described in some detail. Not only do we
gain an insight into their lives but we learn what these
children have to offer.

The Summer of the Swans, Betsy Byars, Puffin,
0140314202, £2.99 pbk

Byars writes with insight and understanding on all sorts
of occasions and she can handle this theme, too. Sara,
Wanda and Charlie have lived with their aunt since the
death of their mother. At first Charlie seems very
young, then we realise he is ten but has learning difficul-
ties, and this year Sara is beginning to find him a bit of a
burden. He is utterly entranced, however, when the
swans land on the local lake and the memory of this
draws him out of the house in the middle of the night.
In the morning, Charlie is missing and Sara's own trivial
preoccupations melt away in the face of her fears for her
brother.

Byars is perceptive about human relationships and she
draws a picture of the effect Charlie has on the other
members of the family. We see Sara's dilemma when she
defends her brother against outsiders but feels irritation
with him herself.

This community is ultimately a kindly one, which may
not always be so in real life but we understand Byars'
purpose when she depicts a loving, family relationship
which holds strong despite misfortune and stress and,
within that context, both the disabled character and
those who love him can come through.

Taking Off, Joseph McNair, Macmillan, 0 333 53144 2,
£4.99 pbk; Piper, 0 330 32275 3, £3.50 pbk

Although disablement is central to the story, it can
begin to look like some kind of stage prop and that the
book is actually about how the disabled person affects
the development of the central, able-bodied character.
But, in this story, that is the whole point of the book.

Lisa has a young brother with brain damage caused
during pregnancy. At the opening of the story that she
has almost sole charge of him, playing fantasy games
which please him and bring him close to her. Her
parents, previously paralysed by guilt, have realised that
their abdication of responsibility has been good for
neither Lisa and little Cody nor their marriage, and they
are resolutely picking up the pieces. As Cody progresses
at his new school and Lisa's mother takes back the care
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Taking Off
Joseph McNalr

of her son, Lisa suddenly feels she has nothing. It is at
this point she meets Robert, a boy who is even deeper
into fantasy than herself, and together they keep the
real world at bay. The school scenes are often very
funny but chart the characters' alienation.

The climax comes when Lisa sees Robert in a confronta-
tion which shows that it is not enough to pretend. In a
panic, she almost kidnaps Cody from his school and
tries to get back to where they were, only to find that it
is Cody who has made the progress, tiny but positive,
and she has regressed. By the end of the book, Lisa has
understood that the best way to show her love for Cody
is to help him towards whatever independence he can
achieve.

The story is not sombre. School and family tensions are
there, but the whole is shot through with wit in the
American 'wise-cracking' tradition which makes it a
good read - easy but thoughtful.

Deenie, Judy Blume, Heinemann, 0 434 92883 6,
£8.99; Piper, 0 330 28003 1, £2.99 pbk

Deenie is physically gorgeous and appalled by anyone
less so, until she develops a curvature of the spine. Here
we have the story of an all-American girl who is put in
the position, for the first time, of the outsider. It is also
typical of Blume's uncomfortable honesty that she
should raise the problem of the non-supportive mother
who was already mapping out Deenie's career as a
model.

This is not just the story of a girl who has her hopes of
'becoming a cheerleader' or of her 'promising relation-
ship with Buddy Braden' crushed, though that sort of
Junior High interest is certainly part of the book, as is
Deenie's developing sexuality. It is also about remaining
oneself, holding on to your individuality and self-esteem
whatever the world throws at you and Deenie comes
through, pulling her mother behind her.

Annerron Pit, Peter Dickinson, Gollancz,
0575022396, £8.95

Jake and Martin get worried when Granpa stops writing.
When they go to look for him, they find themselves at
the centre of a violent attempt by revolutionaries to put
pressure on the authorities. Jake is the character the
reader identifies with most strongly and Jake is blind.
We experience the story as he does and, inevitably for a
sighted reader, there is an extra dimension. Jake is used
to relying on all his senses and this alertness to clues
which pass the rest of us by enhances the writing to a
remarkable degree. Jake's first trump card is the way
blindness is ordinarily perceived by the sighted. His
enemies assume he is helpless and he is not. The second
is that the darkness of the pit cannot disable him. But
the book is not about Jake's blindness. It is a novel with
an interesting moral dimension which has nothing to do

with that. The revolutionaries are 'green'. Are they
therefore justified? And what Jake meets in the pit is
inside all of us.

Edith Herself, Ellen Howard, Harper Collins,
0 00 184254 4, £5.95; Lions, 0 00 673766 8, £2.50 pbk

Set in rural American in the 1880s, this short but full
novel tells the story of Edith, a child subject to epileptic
seizures before appropriate medication was available.
On the death of her mother, she is sent to live with her
elder sister who already has a son, Vernon. Her sister
welcomes her but Edith is less sure about Vernon and his
father. Brother John is stern and upright, a religious
fundamentalist who is also the local schoolmaster. Until
now, Edith has been kept from school because of her
condition. In fact, John proves an unexpected ally. He
sees that Edith is intelligent and can cope with the
seizures and he insists that she should be treated nor-
mally. We also learn that when she is taunted, as her
sister feared, he was watchful but allowed her to 'face
them down', as he puts it, giving her full credit for her
courage. And it is at school that Edith finds a friend,
starts to read and gets on better with Vernon, and we
leave her hopeful for the future.

The book is a warm, family story in the American rural
tradition but it also merits thoughtful consideration.
Brother John, who ought to be the villain, because of
his distaste for sentimentality is ultimately instrumental
in liberating Edith.

Warrior Scarlet, Rosemary Sutcliff, Puffin,
0140308954, £3.99 pbk

The Sussex Downs. The Bronze Age. Drem hears his
grandfather speaking about him, doubting that he will
ever 'win his way into the Men's side, with a spear arm
he cannot use', but he is encouraged by a powerful
hunter, Talore One-Hand, who understands. Drem has
to fight for his place in the tribe at a time when being
disabled was not only frustrating but perilous and at the
Wolf slaying, the rite of passage which will make him a
man, he fails and is exiled. And then his time comes
again. Defending the old shepherd, he slays the great
grey leader of the wolf pack and takes his place in the
tribe again.

Sutcliff s usual skill is exercised in giving us a detailed
picture of this distant time, full of texture. At its heart is
the story of a young man whose disability makes him dif-
ferent, who has to endure more than one kind of isola-
tion, and the writing is surely informed by the author's
own, personal understanding of his situation. It comes
as no surprise when, finally, he takes Blai, the girl who
did not truly belong, as his partner, 'like to like'.

The Stone Menagerie, Anne Fine, Methuen,
0 416 88640 X, £8.95; Mammoth, 0 7497 0343 1,
£2.99 pbk
Ally goes to visit Aunt Chloe every week, though he
hardly knows why. She seems locked inside her own
head. Then, in the hospital grounds, he meets Flora and
Riley who are different. Flora sees no reason to treat
Aunt Chloe as others do and Riley's lateral approach to
language and life leaves room for those who do not
conform to what others have decided is normal. In the
atmosphere they create, Chloe begins to pick up the
tiny threads by which she can hold on to reality and her
new state calls into question the rules by which not only
she, but Ally too, have been expected to live.

It is Fine's special skill to be able to write about serious
topics with a light hand. The book is often funny and
the play of words enjoy ably subtle. The contrasting set-
tings, the hospital and the 'camp' in the old stone
menagerie are striking and, of course, the menagerie is a
metaphor. For young readers, Ally's gradual indepen-
dence from the rigid care of his mother is a familiar link
with their own experience and Fine invites them to
extend what they feel to what Aunt Chloe, and those
like her, experience.
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Red Sky in the Morning, Elizabeth Laird, Heinemann,
0 434 94714 8, £7.95; Piper, 0 330 30890 4, £3.50 pbk

This was a runner-up for the Children's Book Award.
The story of Anna's baby brother, Ben, who was only to
live for two years, was painful for the children to read
and many said they cried, but it won their hearts and
their respect.

'Severe mental and physical retardation' the hospital
letter said, and Anna is torn between her love for Ben at
home and her reluctance to tell her friends about him at
school. One by one, she tackles the hurdles, finding
courage and growing herself. When it comes, Laird does
not avoid the issues which surround the death. They are
frankly dealt with. Perhaps the Award readers
responded to the openness, not so often found in chil-
dren's books. Finally, we see Anna with a new holiday
job, using all she learned from her brother on another
child who needs her, and herself 'a hundred times older
. . . a thousand times wiser'.

Izzy, Willy-Nilly, Cynthia Voigt, HarperCollins,
0 00 184423 7, £6.95; Tracks, 0 00 673377 8, £2.50 pbk

Izzy had everything until the night she drove home from
the party with Marco and became the victim of his
drunkenness. Her leg is too crushed to save and from
that moment, Izzy lives in a changed world. She sees her
friends differently as she watches their reaction, all
the closeness gone. Then into Izzy's misery clumps
Rosamunde, blunt, practical and from the wrong side of
the tracks. Only Rosamunde breaches the loneliness
and /ear of the hospital by being herself and, when Izzy
returns to school, it is Rosamunde's staunch friendship
which helps her.

Voigt uses the familiar ground of high school life in her
own way, and the book is one of the few where the
disabled person tells the story. We see every develop-
ment through her eyes. Her family are sensible and sane
but she feels under pressure when they seem to be pre-

tending that everything is normal. 'I had been adjusted
. . . but I didn't do anything. Everything had been done
to me.' This is a slightly different view from that offered
by the other books. Where it is the same is in its
message that the disablement is not the sum total of the
disabled person. They are a person first and disabled
second.

See You Thursday, Jean Ure, Plus, 0 14 032516 6,
£3.50 pbk

111 at ease with herself at home and at school, 16-year-
old Marianne feels a lodger will be the last straw. When
Abe Shonfield arrives, he is young and really quite
attractive but blind, and Marianne does not know how
to react. What follows is a delicate juggling act, not
only two young people learning how to approach each
other, but also an active, independent blind person and
an inexperienced but open-minded sighted person
trying to work out what is best for each other. And what
is best is that they finally treat each other as human
beings and individuals.

One way in which books come to life in the classroom is
that they open up topics for discussion safely at one
remove. This seems to be an especially suitable text for
this purpose. There is a great deal of practical informa-
tion as well as an exposure of Marianne's uncertainties
and Abe's sensitivities. It would inform both sighted
and blind people and may provide an opportunity to air
points otherwise left unspoken. The story is, of course,
deliciously romantic. (Where were all these humorous,
sensitive young men when I needed them?) It is far from
soggy, however, and includes other themes of interest to
teenagers. Perhaps its most attractive aspect for this list
is that the two main characters, one blind, the other
sighted, have equal importance. One speculates on
what opportunities might be available for blind and
sighted teenagers to discuss this one together. •

Pat Thomson is a lecturer in children's literature, the educa-
tion librarian at a College of Higher Education and an
Honorary Vice-President of the Federation of Children's Book
Groups. She is also a writer, well-known for her 'Share-a-
Story' series from Gollancz. Her most recent titles are Messages
in the 'Jets' series (A & C Black, 0 7136 3555 X, £4.99),
Beware of the Aunts, a picture book published by Macmillan
(0 333 52524 8, £6.99) and the seventh in a series of
anthologies for Doubleday, A Satchel Full of School Stones
(0 385 40288 0, £8.99).

There are, of course, many more children's books
dealing with a wider range of disability than we
have been able to cover here. One source of
information and advice is

The National Library for the Handicapped Child

Reach Resource Centre, Ash Court, Rose Street, Wokingham,
Berkshire RO11 1XS (tel: 0734 891101).

Founded in 1985, the purpose of the NLHC is *to offer a
resource centre for those working with children whose disabil-
ity, illness or handicap affects their reading, language and
communication'. It houses an extensive collection of books,
toys and audiovisual materials for children of all ages. Special
needs are grouped into six broad categories covering hearing
impairment, visual impairment, language delay or difficulty,
physical disability, emotional disturbance and intellectual
handicap.

Phone or write for their excellent information pack which can
be tailored to the specific needs of the enquirer, or you can visit
them; opening hours are Monday to Friday, 10.00am to
5.00pm, though you are advised to phone first before visiting.

Two recent publications:
A Handbook on Death and Bereavement: helping children to
understand (comp. Beverley Mathias and Desmond Spiers,
available from NLHC, £2.95 plus p&p) is an annotated
booklist of over 100 titles coded for use with children from pre-
school through to secondary. Very useful for those helping
children of all ages come to terms with dying and death.

Books for and about children with special needs (compiled by
the same team but available free of charge from Tim Briggs,
Bamicoats, Parhengue, Penryn, Cornwall TRIO 9EN;
tel: 0326 372628) is an annotated list of over 300 titles ranging
across emotional, learning, physical and sensory disabilities. It's
coded for use with preschool children through to adult and
contains picture books, fiction and information books. A listing
of this size is still regrettably scarce and it's free for the asking.
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He was the sixth child of an official in
the Bank of England, he left school
at sixteen, and he worked for
eighteen years as a clerk in the
offices of the Anglo-American Oil
Company in the City of London. Now
you wouldn't bet on someone with
that kind of background becoming,
what was for me, the distinctive
voice of poetry.

' "Is there anybody there?" said the
Traveller.' Or should I ask, is there
anybody there, who was at school in
the nineteen fifties who wasn't
exposed to Walter de la Mare? I can
remember the canvassy covers to
primary school anthologies which, as
they got worn, shed threads of
cotton. By teasing these out, dull
poetry lessons could be made
fascinating. Every five pages or so
there were line drawings of symbols
and motifs: a comic mask, a maypole
top, a knight's helmet-dry, soulless
little throwaways. And all the poems
seemed to be about sad faraway
places: the sea-side, the Romans, a
palace, a tomb, a river, a battle.
What collective spirit, what shared
ethos combined to serve up this
particular menu? What was it about
England in the fifties that made this
selection of poems seem appropriate
for children?

De la Mare was central to the
enterprise. Here he is talking about
poetry:'... some poems go on
delicately changing all that they
share with us whenever they are
read over again, just as the flowers in
a garden, with their light and
shadow, their shapes, and the rain or
dew or sunshine on them, change
with every hour of a summer day.
Yet another curious thing about
poetry is the question of where it
comes from. Not usually, it seems,
does it spring up in the mind today
out of what happened yesterday.
The bee flies about among the thorn
trees, but the nectar he sips must
wait awhile before it becomes
honey. It may be impossible for the
writer of it to recollect when and
where any particular poem was
written, or the mood in which it was
written.' (from Poems for Children,
1930).

Here in this passage are some of the
central tenets of the de la Mare
school. Poetry is a mysterious event:
arising, not out of imfnediate
day-to-day happenings, but rather
waits about until it becomes a
refined, sweet delicacy. Poetry is
analagous to 'flowers in a garden' -
an interesting image. Note, this is
not Wordsworth's wild daffodils,

Our occasional slot for well-known writers to
reveal a personal prejudice.
Michael Rosen recalls being underwhelmed
by Walter de la Mare and asks

'Is there anybody there?'

with all their connotations of
freedom and Romanticism's libertine
spirit, but a suburban idea, the
carefully bred, seeded and watered
blooms that surround garden lawns.
It's also a very English idea which de
la Mare's allusion to the temperate
summer climate affirms, Englishness
being at the heart of the poetic idea
at this time. Mysterious, refined,
English and horticultural-pastoral.

Criticism of this culture, or someone
like de la Mare in particular, is
sometimes countered with the
argument that there was no
available alternative. Not so. If the
English schools' literati could have
allowed themselves to include
American literature, then the work
of, say, Carl Sandburg and Langston
Hughes would have given them the
language of speech and the city. It
would have shown its audience that
poetry doesn't have to be a turning-
away from the everyday and the
urban but can celebrate it or rail

^aginst its values. There's something
Ironic about someone like de la
Mare, working in the city, writing
about the beauties of nature and the
mysteries of the half-real world, and
then feeding it to children, most of
whom live in towns and cities.

Just in case I'm misunderstood here, I
am not saying that de la Mare is a
'bad poet or a 'bad person'. All
those poems that people of my
generation know so well: 'All but
Blind', 'Nicholas Nye', 'The Listeners',
'Silver', are perfect by their own
internal standards. Their prosody is

immaculate, their narrative is clear,
the imagery is consistent. As part of a
varied diet, they are worth including
in anthologies today. The problem
for me is that they were the leading
lights in a context that was, to all
intents and purposes, more of the
same. As a child I was maddened by
the apparent gloom and nostalgia.
Why were the poems about lonely
animals, silent moments and dusk?
As an adult I can rationalise this in
the ways that I have in this article
and I can enjoy the technical skill of
the work. But flicking through the
Collected Poems and the Collected
Rhymes and Verses (both Faber),
I can find very little that excites me. If
I want a blast of the rural, and the
miserable, then I'd rather have
Hardy, Hpusman and Clare-at least
people die in their poetry rather
than hang about gloomily in the
twilight. •

The illustration here is from the cover of
Walter de la Mare's Collected Rhymes
and Verses published by Faber
(0 571 11157 2, £4.99 pbk). We commend
it to those who don't share Michael
Rosen's point of view.

Remember our Nonsense Song
competition with A & C Black in January
1991? Published in June, Sonsense
Nongs (for 7 years upward) contains the
winning entries. Alongside these is a
marvellous and unusual collection of
daft, funny and plain incomprehensible
songs (with musical notation and ideas
for silly accompaniments) drawn from a
wide range of sources. Sonsense Nongs
chosen by Michael Rosen, ill. Shoo
Rayner, A & C Black, 0 7136 3557 6, £8.99.

Also for Rosen fans, a new collection of
poems. Mind the Gap, is just out in
paperback (Adlib, 0 590 55012 8, £4.99).
Watch the review pages in the September
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Barrie Watts is one of a small band of professional photographers (you can count
them on the fingers of one hand) who have made their reputations working on
children's books.

After working as an auditor in the Health Service for many years, and finding the
prospect of doing this for the rest of his working life awesomely uncceptable, he
became a milkman and a factory hand to finance a three-year photography course
at an Essex college. Here he built up his portfolio and eventually knocked
on the door of Jill Coleman at A & C Black - resulting in the now famous
'Stopwatch' series.

With over 50 titles to his credit, he is widely recognised as the leading
photographer of nature books for children. His books are published worldwide in
many languages. In 1989 he was awarded the TES Junior Information Book of the
Year Award for one of his 'Stopwatch' books.

We asked this engagingly shy and diffident photographer to explain how he put
together the '24 Hours' series for Franklin Watts (the publisher, and not a relation
in sight!) and to give us

A View of Reality
Photographer at work.

Like many others working in the visual media it seems, I find
it next to impossible to talk coherently about why my chosen
art-form, photography, is important. I gave a great deal of
thought to the options available when I embarked on a career
in wildlife photography, choosing to work in still rather than
cine - and making a conscious decision to concentrate on
children's information books. I wanted to help educate
future generations on the importance of preserving our
natural heritage and I cared a great deal about books; the
thought that my work would be pulped and recycled after a
few weeks, as happens with most magazines and newsapers,
appalled me.

Ideas for books constantly appear and are stored in the back
of my mind, ready to be brought out and committed to paper
when the time is right. Many are not possible, given the
constraints of publishing budgets and the need to earn some
sort of a living. But one idea that fortunately came to fruition
was the '24 Hours' series published by Franklin Watts. At the
time I felt a need to escape from the studio, after spending so
much time in it for the 'Stopwatch' books. I wanted to do a
series of habitat books with a difference: to be in a habitat to
witness its daily rhythm of life, to experience the changing
light that fell upon it, and to photograph and record any
animal behaviour as it actually happened.

I had passed these Acacia trees on several occasions and had not bothered to
photograph them, then one day just after a particularly heavy downpour they
were illuminated by a shaft of exquisite sunlight. It lasted only a minute and I
only managed to get one picture.

te" "̂
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With new books there is inevitably a long gestation period.
This is often very frustrating, especially when an author is
keen to tackle a project. Nevertheless it is an important stage
in the birth of a book: opinions are sought, synopses are
produced and studied, rough designs are mocked up. With
each '24 Hours' book, I meet with Ted Kinsey, book designer
extraordinaire, to work out a rough design framework.

After this, research on each habitat can get started. This is
vital because it's unusual for wildlife to present itself readily
to a photographer. You have to go and find it, and you must
therefore know where to look. With publishing schedules to
meet, time is often short. You simply can't travel to another
country at great expense and come back with an inferior set of
photographs.

Many armchair wildlife watchers are misled by the excellence
of TV documentaries because wildlife appears so plentiful
and approachable on television. In fact, nothing could be
further from the truth; most animals disappear when they see
or hear a human being. What viewers don't realise is that the
person behind the camera may have spent two years of his life
working with great dedication and skill to bring them the
magnificent spectacle they mostly take for granted.

For '24 Hours' Game Reserve I decided to go to Tanzania and
realised that the logistics were somewhat more complicated
than for the home-produced Seashore and Forest books. I
needed the assistance of a reliable, experienced safari
company. Luckily I found just the right one in Wildlife
Explorer Ltd who are based in Cornwall. They arranged
everything: permits, transport, campsites, etc. With only four
weeks to complete the project, I could not risk anything going
wrong.

Throughout the trip, I kept a detailed field diary which was
invaluable for writing the text upon my return. On location I
worked from sunrise to sunset, over 14 hours a day, either
making notes or looking for photos. Sometimes I would sit
patiently all day at a swamp waiting for birds to visit; other-
times I would drive around to see what I could find.
Sometimes only a few frames would be exposed during one
day of photography but more often than not it would be many
rolls of film.

Nature has a habit of suprising you; if you are not prepared,
you can miss the photo of a lifetime. An element of luck
certainly helps to make good pictures but the more you know
your subject and the harder you work, the luckier you
become!

I went to Tanzania in November which coincided with the
start of the short rainy season. Each afternoon heavy showers
rolling in from the east, and lasting minutes or a couple of
hours, would refresh a tired and dusty landscape. The result

was often very muddy, even impassable roads and the end of
photography for the day. But after four weeks, there were
nearly 200 rolls of precious film in my bag and I was hopeful
that there was enough material for the book.

Upon my return I edited out 100 pictures from over 7000 and
these formed the basis of the final design. This initial selec-
tion is often agonising as some personal favourites have to be
ditched because they do not fit the original conception or the
general atmosphere of the book.

After picture editing, the next stage was design and this was
where the book finally took shape. Ted and I met and
planned the whole book: cover, endpapers, and spread by
spread. I felt it essential to be involved in this because only I
knew the importance of the photos in relation to each other
and the theme of the book. I acted as picture editor for my
own work, which would make most photographers green with
envy.

Finally the text was written when I knew how much space was
available. Then I could read my notes, compare the pictures
and think back to the actual instant of exposure. In this way,
these books become true accounts of what happens during a
24-hour period.

Some weeks later, the first colour proofs of the finished book
arrived, as always a time for concern and worry - about
colour bias or mishaps like upside-down photos. I am a
perfectionist and go to great lengths to ensure that everything
is as accurate as it can be. But, in the end you have to pass
your months of work over to someone else and pray that they
take as much care as you do.

Is the life of a wildlife photographer an ideal one? Many
would think so but, as with any other occupation, onlookers
won't know about the grindingly hard work, the hours of
endurance in heat or cold, and the biting insects one has to
suffer. Still, it sure beats working for a living . . . •

Technical Information
I use a variety of cameras and a multitude of lenses, anything from a
600mm to a 20mm. I tend to use the camera to suit'the job I am
working on. This can be a 35mm, a 6x6cm or even a large format
5x4ins Linhof. With film, my favourite is without doubt Kodachrome.
Although Kodak's processing can be erratic and often disastrous, it is
a wonderful film. I have used it for many years.

The '24 Hours' series is published by Franklin Watts with titles at
£8.95 each. As well as 24 Hours in a Game Reserve (0 7496 0696 7),
currently available are 24 Hours in a Desert (0 7496 0540 5),
24 Hours in a Forest (0 86313 902 7) and 24 Hours on a Seashore
(0863139035).

This Rhino fed in complete ignorance of my position thirty feet away. I was
downwind and very quiet, and I let it approach my vehicle rather than
approaching it. It was very happy and eventually wandered off into some
dense brush. I felt privileged to be close to such a rare animal.

I was some thirty yards away from this young lion when I took this picture.
Soon after the exposure, it got up and walked past my vehicle, pausing at my
open window just two feet away. I could feel the warmth of its body and the
smell of its breath.
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THE ELEANOR FARJEON
AWARD 1992
Presented by the Children's Book Circle
and sponsored by Books For Children.
Douglas Hill writes about this year's recipient, who is
well-known to readers of Books for Keeps:

Stephanie Nettell has of course been Children's Books Editor
of the Guardian since 1978. Her achievement in that capacity
might be sufficient citation in itself.

Her work on the Guardian publicly focused on the prepara-
tion of a regular page of book reviews. But those pages - high
as their standard always was - have merely formed the visible
tip of her iceberg-sized effort. For the Guardian also over the
years, she wrote numerous feature articles on behalf of chil-
dren's books: for instance, castigating other newspapers for
their insufficient or non-existent coverage of the field,
upbraiding the authorities for the inadequate funding of
books in schools. In her time, the Guardian has probably
been more committed to children's books than any other
national paper, largely because of Stephanie's selfless and
relentless urgings.

She also played a role in the creation of the regular 'Young
Guardian' page, to which she contributed a weekly column on
children's paperbacks. And she has worked tirelessly to
maintain and enhance the prestigious annual Guardian
Children's Fiction Award. For that event, every time, she had
to sift knowledgeably through a year's output of books to
produce a shortlist; to preside over the judging (for which she
persuaded a range of well-known authors to serve, unpaid)
with tact and firmness; and to act as principal organiser and
eloquent hostess for the award-giving celebration itself.

And more: for the 21st award, she edited a festive anthology
of original stories, Guardian Angels, written by past winners.

But for Stephanie there was life in children's books before the
Guardian, as there will be after. For example, she has
produced two other books for children - one on the theme of
disasters, natural or man-made, the other a collection of her
own stories. And as a journalist she developed her concerns
with children's books years ago, as deputy editor and then
editor of Books and Bookmen. There she maintained regular,
extensive coverage of the field - and indeed produced some
issues exclusively devoted to it, quite a departure at the time.

Besides these editorial tasks, she has written abundantly for
other editors. Interviews for Books for Keeps, reviews for the
TLS, TES, BBC and many more, previews for the Bookseller,
articles and summaries for works of reference.

More recently, as reported in the Bookseller, she inspired and
initiated a spectacular development in the press advertising of
children's books - by bringing publishers together to collab-
orate in buying full-page advertisements, hoping both to
stimulate interest among readers and to prompt a better
coverage of the field in the editorial columns.

She has also extended herself, beyond Guardian Award
lunches, as a sought-after, effective and influential speaker on
children's books in academic symposia, conference discussion
panels and other venues.

Now in 1992 she has left the Guardian. But she has not left
the books. She will go on reviewing and producing features
and interviews. Currently she is contracting to write a book
for adults about children's books. She is even remaining in
the realm of awards, for she will be chairing the judges of the
next Smarties Award.

As she crosses this watershed in her career, with her invalu-
able work for the Guardian behind her but much comparable
work ahead, it seems a uniquely apposite moment to honour
her splendid record with the Eleanor Farjeon Award.

Other awards for 1992:
The Science Book
Prizes
Set up in 1987 by the Science
Museum and COPUS (the
Committee on the Public
Understanding of Science),
these prizes (split between
adult and children's books)
are part of an effort to 'raise
public awareness of science
and technology and their
implications'.
The £10,000 Junior Prize was
divided between Peter
Rowan's The Amazing Voyage
of the Cucumber Sandwich
(Cape, 0224 03113 9, £6.99)
and David Burnie's How
Nature Works (Dorling
Kindersley, 0 86318 641 6,
£12.99).

Lancashire Libraries
Children's Book of the
Year Award
Chosen and awarded by
children from across
Lancashire, the winner this
year is The Whitby Witches by
Robin Jarvis (Simon &
Schuster, 0750005815,
£3.99 pbk).

The Children's Book
Award
Organised by the Federation
of Children's Book Groups,
this is also awarded by
children. Nearly 35,000
children sent in returns, with
the winner, Kiss the Dust,
emerging from 649 books
submitted by publishers.

Elizabeth Laird

Kiss the Dust by Elizabeth
Laird is published by
Heinemann (0 434 94703 2,
£9.95 hbk) and Mammoth
(07497 0857 3, £2.99 pbk).

Author Posters
From Random Century
Children's Books a set of four
author posters (available from
August) featuring Jane Hissey,
Brian Jacques, Hazel Townson
and Colin Dann. Write to:
Author Poster Offer, Random
Century Children's Books,
P O Box 1375, 20 Vauxhall
Bridge Road, London
SW1V 2SA. Please enclose a
self-addressed label to avoid
stitching up their postroom
entirely!
Also from the same source, the
most interesting promotional
device seen for many a year - a
'fiction sampler'. A 136-page
paperback of extracts from ten
books published by The Bodley
Head, Hutchinson, Jonathan
Cape and Julia MacRae Books.
If you're interested, use the
same address for the poster offer
but head it 'New Fiction Sampler
Offer'. •
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Travel the World

VER LAUGH
AT BEARS

A Transylvanian Folk Tale
Victor Ambrus

0216 93253X £7.95
When a farmer sees a big brown bear fighting little
grey rabbit he makes the mistake of bursting into

helpless laughter, which doesn't please the big brown
bear at all...So just remember, NEVER laugh at bears!

m* /* .•;.>'• ' - • . / •.,.„,:„,„^_ .,„,•

THE WOMAN WHO
3VENT TO FAIRYLAND
| K A Welsh Folk Tale
fcisf Si * Retold by Rosalind Kerven Illustrated by Honey De Lacy
iiilif'" 0216 932637 S7.95
Old Bet is always warning Elin that fairies are dangerous, but

the foolish girl just won't listen. So, when Elin mysteriously
disappears, Bet is quite certain that the fairies themselves have
stolen her away. Then a storm brings a visitor, who shows the old
woman that fairy enchantment is even stronger than she thought.

How the
Seasons Came
A North American Indian

Folk Tale
Joanna Troughton

0216 932009 £7.95 Blackie

Imagine how the world would be
if Winter were the only season!

This is an authentic tale of the
Wolf's son who falls ill and cannot
be cured because of the constant
bitter cold. So his father and his
brave friend the Fisher went on a
dangerous journey to bring down
spring, summer and autumn from
the land above.
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As the longest running of the children's book awards, the Carnegie and Greenaway medals, awarded by The Youth
Libraries Group of The Library Association, have acquired a certain grandeur. This year's winners may well raise a
few eyebrows in the wider world beyond that of the librarian judges. We will have to wait and see. Meantime,
Grace Kempster, chair of this year's judges, reports from the inside . . .

The Carnegie
medal
for 'the most outstanding work
published for children'

Armed with criteria which focuses on plot,
characterisation and style, judges were
seeking a consistency of quality to be
demonstrated throughout a book. The final
choice, after long debate, was Dear Nobody
by Berlie Doherty. This book is a sensitive
and compelling story of two young people
facing the challenge of an unwanted
pregnancy, charting their separate emotions
and feelings with extraordinary insight. The
narrative, in the form of letters to the
unborn child (the Dear Nobody of the title),
is immediate and enlightening, providing an
equal understanding of the young father.

Only afterwards did it dawn on the panel
members that they had made a problematic
choice for themselves and their colleagues.
Where would it go in the library? Too old
for the younger teenager, might it become
lost in the adult shelves? Too few libraries
make special provision for this age group. In
the school library, were the difficulties of
Forever to be repeated? However, if one
believes in the ability of books to change
lives, to broaden experience and to truly
enlighten, then ways will be found to make
this outstanding novel available to all. For
popular it will undoubtedly be, as storyteller
Berlie Doherty captures the magic of human
emotion . . . who said winners of literary
prizes were worthy but not read? This one
will rarely be on the shelves and will offer a
lasting and universal understanding to every
reader.

Winner: Dear Nobody, Berlie Doherty,
Hamish Hamilton,
0 24113056 5, £8.99 (age 13+)

Highly The Story of Tracy Beaker,
Commended: Jacqueline Wilson,

Doubleday, 0385 40075 6,
£7.99 (age 9-12)

Commended: The Real Tilly Beany, Annie
Dalton, Methuen,
0 416 17252 0, £7.99 (age 6-10)
The Drowners, Garry
Kilworth, Methuen,
0 41617682 9, £8.99 (age 11+)

Shortlisted: Del-Del, Victor Kelleher,
Julia MacRae, 1 85681 072 0,
£8.99 (age 11+)
Rosa's Singing Grandfather,
Leon Rosselson, Viking,
0 670 83598 6, £4.99 (age 7-9)
Yaxley's Cat, Robert Westall,
Macmillan, 0 333 55075 7,
£8.50 (age 10+)

The Kate
Greenaway medal
for 'the most distinguished
illustration in children's work'

Judging the vastly different illustrative styles
of Greenaway contenders proved to be an
even more difficult process: to set aside
personal taste and view the illustrations in
terms of their relation to text and consistency
of quality in overall production and
individual illustrations. Once again, we had
contrasts: the eerie, subtle pictures in East o'
the Sun and West o' the Moon accompanying
a traditional Norwegian fairy story for older
children; the intricate wordless collage of
Window, to be shared and pored over in
detail, both backwards and forwards; and
the unique and zany style of Fiona French in
Anancy and Mr Dry-Bone contrasting with
the illustrative humour of Farmer Duck in
which Helen Oxenbury adds another
dimension to this simple, read-aloud story
for under-fives.

After anguished discussion, our final choice,
with its extraordinary attention to detail (see
the baa code on the miniature book in one of
the pockets) was The Jolly Christmas
Postman, outstanding both in terms of its
excellent total production and its consistently
high standard of illustration. However, we
had done it again - libraries simply do not
loan copies of this Ahlberg book and its
bestselling predecessor, The Jolly Postman,
for the eminently practical reason of losing
the pieces (including puzzles, letters and
miniature books), without which the full
impact is lost on the young borrower. I
would suggest that libraries need to address
these problems creatively (how about spare
sets of the 'bits', Heinemann?) so that they
do not miss the opportunity to allow
children to enjoy this most illustratively
distinguished work.

Winner: Janet Ahlberg for her
illustrations to The Jolly
Christmas Postman, Allan
Ahlberg, Heinemann,
0 434 92532 2, £9.99 (age 4+)

'A book in a book!' says the Gingerbread Boy.
'What s. simply delicious surprise."

(But if only he knew, he's in one, too -
That really would open his eyes.)

Then. . .
A bucket of tea for the Postman

And four and twenty mince pies. ,,- -

A page from The Jolly Christmas Postman.

Highly Helen Oxenbury for Farmer
Commended: Duck, Walker,

0 7445 1928 4, £8.99 (age 2+)

Commended: Caroline Binch for Amazing
Grace, Mary Hoffman,
Frances Lincoln,
0 7112 0670 8, £7.95 (age 4+)

Shortlisted: Jeannie Baker for Window,
Julia MacRae, 1 85681 010 0,
£8.99 (age 9+)
Fiona French for Anancy and
Mr Dry-Bone, Frances
Lincoln, 0 7112 0672 4, £7.95
(age 6+)
P J Lynch for East o' the Sun
and West o'the Moon, Naomi
Lewis, Walker, 0 7445 1927 6,
£9.99 (age 10+)
Jane Ray for The Story of
Christmas, Orchard,
185213 280 9, £8.99 (age 4+)

The Carnegie and Kate Greenaway awards
were announced by Libby Purves in a
ceremony at The South Bank on 17 June;
the medals will be officially presented to the
winners at a celebration dinner, which forms
part of the Youth Libraries Group
Conference at Birmingham in September.
The winners select £750 worth of children's
books which are donated to a group of
children they nominate. •

The Carnegie and Greenaway Awards are
sponsored by Peters Library Service.

Peters

Grace Kempster is National Chair of The Youth Libraries Group of
The Library Association, and Assistant Head of Libraries and Arts Services
for the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames.

September's Bf K is a Special School-Stories issue
Robert Leeson on Changes in the School Story
Chris Lutrario on Books About Bullying • The Schooldays of Maurice Sendak
Raymond Briggs on his new picture book • Using Non-Fiction in School
Berlie Doherty in Authorgraph
... plus, reviews, reviews, reviews


